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SUMMARY
One hundred samples (50 pork and 50 beef) of mince meat were purchased horn the 
central open market in Athens, and the spoilage bacterial groups total aerobic flora, 
pseudomonads, Br. thermosphacta, lactic acid bacteria, H2S - producing bacteria and 
Enterobacteriaceae were enumerated. The prevalence of pathogenic bacteria such as E. 
coli, Listeria spp. and Salmonella spp was also examined. The total microbial 
population ranged between 4.6 until 8.5 log 10 cfu/g. In all samples tested pseudomonads 
were the dominant organisms followed by Br. thermosphacta. 5% of total were positive 
for Salmonella spp., and 44% were positive for Listeria spp. Of 44 samples in which 
Listeria spp. were detected, the population was below 10 cfu/g in 42, while in 2 samples 
it was from 10-100 cfu/g. Only 2 from the 44 samples contained Listeria monocytogenes. 
The concentration of E. coli, ranged fr om < 1 to 4.58 log 10 cfu/g and it was present in 
74% of samples.
Changes in microflora and sensory characteristics of fresh ground meat (beef and pork) 
with pH from 5.34 to 6.13 were monitored at different storage temperatures (0-20°C). At 
all conditions tested, pseudomonads were the dominant bacteria followed by Brochothrix 
thermosphacta while the other bacteria (lactic acid bacteria and Enterobacteriaceae) 
remained at lower levels. The microbiological and sensory analysis showed that 
pseudomonads can be used as a good index for spoilage of aerobic stored ground meat. 
The kinetic parameters (maximum specific growth rate (|im ax) and lag phase ( 1 ) )  of the 
spoilage bacteria were modelled using a modified Arrhenius equation for the combined 
effect of temperature and pH. Meat pH affected growth of all spoilage bacteria except 
lactic acid bacteria. The “adaptation work,” characterized by the product of pmax and 1 
(fimax* )^ was unaffected by temperature for all tested bacteria but was affected by pH for 
pseudomonads and B. thermosphacta. For the latter bacteria a negative linear correlation 
between ln(pmax* )^ and meat pH was observed. The models were further validated under 
dynamic temperature conditions using different fluctuating temperatures. Graphical 
comparison between predicted and observed growth and examination of the relative 
errors of predictions showed that the models satisfactorily predicted growth under 
dynamic conditions. Shelf life predictions based on pseudomonad growth showed a
1
mean difference of 13.1% compared to shelf life observed by sensory analysis. The 
present study provides a “ready to use”, well-validated model for predicting spoilage of 
aerobically stored ground meat. The use of the model in combination with data on the 
initial microbial level can lead to effective management systems for the optimization of 
meat quality.
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 The ecology of fresh red meat
1.1.1 Chemical composition
The chemical composition of meat is variable, depending on the species, sex, age and 
diet of the animal as well as on the treatment of the animal before and at slaughter, the 
duration and the temperature of maturation and storage of meat. The chemical 
composition of a typical adult mammalian muscle after rigor mortis is shown in Table 
1.1. Due to the nature of these components the meat has a particular structure, texture, 
odour, colour and nutritious value making it a food of high biological value and 
economic importance.
Table 1. 1: Chemical composition of typical adult mammalian muscle after rigor 
mortis.
Components Wet weight (%)
1. Water 75.0
2. Protein 19.0
(a) Myofibrillar 11.5
(b) Sarcoplasmic 5.5
(c) Connective tissue and organelle 2.0
3. Lipid 2.5
4. Carbohydrate and lactic acid 1.2
(a) Lactic acid 0.90
(b) Glucose-6-phosphate 0.05 '
(c) Glycogen 0.01
(d) Glucose, traces of other glycolytic intermediates 0.15
5. Miscellaneous soluble nonprotein substances 2.3
(a) Nitrogenous 1.65
(creatine, inosine, amino acids, ATP, AMP,
camosine, anserine)
(b) Inorganic (dipeptides) 0.65
6. Vitamins Traces
Source: Lawrie (1985) and Gill (1986).
1.1.2 Microbial contamination
Even if muscle tissue is generally considered to be sterile (Gill, 1979), the instruments 
used to stun the animals may occasionally introduce contaminants which are 
transported via the bloodstream to the spleen and sometimes the muscle (Grau, 1988).
There is also evidence that microorganisms may penetrate the muscle between the 
fibres and the endomysium of muscle due to the separation of their surfaces during 
rigor mortis (Gill, 1983).
Ingram and Dainty (1971) distinguished between the “endogenous” and “exogenous” 
flora of meat, postulating that the contamination of fresh meat can originate either 
from internal or external sources. Internal sources of contamination aie defined as 
those where bacteria develop in the deep tissues of meat. A possible mechanism of 
internal contamination is the import of bacteria in the interior of carcasses from the 
guts after death during or after slaughtering. Gill, (1979) did not observe migration of 
bacteria inner tissues of meat, in animals where the guts were released one day after 
death or when the animals had been exhausted before death. An alternative 
mechanism of internal contamination is the import of bacteria via the circulation of 
blood from wounds originating before or after slaughter (Gill and Penny 1998). The 
microorganisms that usually cause internal contamination are Clostridium spp. (Broda 
et al., 1996), while Streptococcus and Enterobacteriaceae species have also
been reported.
The organisms most commonly isolated from dressed meats are Acinetobacter, 
Arthrobacter, Aeromonas, Alcaligenes, Bacillus, Brochothrix, Clostridium, 
coryneforms, Enterobacteriaceae, Flavobacterium, lactic acid bacteria, micrococci, 
Moraxella, Pseudomonas, Psychrobacter, Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, Vibrio, 
yeasts and moulds (Gill and Newton, 1978; Dainty, 1989). Pseudomonads, the major 
spoilage organisms of chilled meat exposed to O2 , have been found to be common 
members of the microflora in meat processing environments.
Fresh meat has a bacterial load ranging from 10^-10  ^cfu/g to 10^ -10"^  cfu/g depending 
on handling conditions. Table 1.2 depicts the microorganisms most frequently found 
in fr esh processed or packed meat.
Table 1.2: Genera of bacteria most frequently found on meats and poultry.
Genus Gram Reaction Fresh meat Fresh livers Poultry
Acinetobacter - XX X XX
Aeromonas - XX X
Alcaligens - X X X
Bacillus + X X
Brochothrix + X X X
Carnobacterium + X
Clostridium + X X
Corynebacterium H- X X XX
Enterobacter - X X
Enterococcus + XX X X
Escherichia - X X
Flavobacterium - X X X
Hafnia - X
Kurthîa + X
Lactococcus + X
Lactobacillus + X
Leuconostoc + X X
Listeria + X XX
Micterium + X
Micrococcus + X XX X
Moraxella - XX X
Pantoea - X
Pediococcus + X
Proteus - X X
Pseudomonas - XX XX
Salmonella - X X
Serratia - X X
Shewanella - X
Staphylococcus + X X X
Weisella + X X
Yersinia - X
X= Known to occur. XX= most frequently reported
Source Jay, (1992)
1.1.3 Microbial spoilage- Specific Spoilage Organisms (SSO)
The microbial spoilage of foods is an ecological phenomenon and it can be defined as 
every symptom or team of symptoms that is expressed as a change in the odour, 
flavour or general appearance of food because of microbial activity (Gill, 1986) 
(Table 1.3). Spoilage of meat can be attributed to the activity of a mixed microbial 
population and the time required for this to occur depends on factors such as storage 
and distribution conditions of the product.
Table 1.3: Microbiological spoilage of foods.
Microbiological activity Sensory manifestation
Breakdown of food components Production of off-odour and flavour
Production of extracellular polysaccharide Slime formation
material
Growth per se of moulds, bacteria, yeasts Large visible pigmented or non-
pigmented colonies
CO2- from carbohydrate or aminoacids Production of gas
Production of diffusible pigments Discolouration
Soui'ce: Gram and Huss, 1996.
Since meat spoilage is the result of microbial growth, there is a correlation between 
the total number of microorganisms and the level of spoilage. As mentioned above, 
spoilage results in changes in the odour and flavour of foods usually related to the 
metabolic action of bacteria. There is no general correlation between the total number 
of bacteria and spoilage, since the substances that lead to the organoleptic rejection 
are produced only by a specific proportion of the total microflora known as “specific 
spoilage organisms” organisms (SSO - specific spoilage microorganisms) (Gram and 
Huss, 1996). A graphic representation of process of spoilage is shown in the Figure 
1.1.
The terms of “microbial association” and “specific spoilage microorganisms” should 
be further clarified at this point. “Microbial association” describes the microbial 
population in the meat, at the end of shelf-life. The “specific spoilage
microorganisms” (SSO) describe one or more microorganisms that produce 
unpleasant odours. (Fig 1.1). Initially the SSO can be found at low levels and they 
constitute a small part of microbial flora. Progressively, the SSO grow with a higher 
growth rate than the remaining microbial flora and produce the metabolites 
responsible for organoleptic rejection. At this point the population of the SSO can be 
characterized as the minimal level of spoilage, while the concentration of the 
metabolite responsible for the spoilage can be used as an objective chemical indicator 
of microbial spoilage (chemical spoilage index -CSI) (Dalgaard, 1993).
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Figure 1.1: Model of changes in total microflora, specific spoilage organisms (SSO) 
and chemical spoilage index during chill storage of meat product.
1.1.4 Microbial spoilage of chilled fresh meats stored in air
In commercial practice consideration should be given to surface contamination. The 
moist, nutritious surface of meat is conducive to the growth of bacteria. Consortiums 
of bacteria, commonly dominated by Pseudomonas spp., are usually responsible for 
spoilage at temperatures ranging from -1 to 25 ®C. Odour and slime production causes
spoilage within a period of 10 days at 0°C and after 5days at 5°C (Hood and Mead, 
1993). The organisms, substrates used and odours produced aie shown in Tables 1.4, 
1.5.
With storage, the odour of meat changes gradually fi’om fresh smell to an inoffensive 
but definitely non-fresh one, to a dairy, buttery, cheesy and eventually to a sweet, 
fruity and finally to putrid odour (Dainty et al., 1985). Slime becomes evident when 
the bacterial load is about 10  ^cfu/g and immediately before this the meat surface has 
a tacky feel. Deterioration of the colour of meat due to the fall in the partial pressure 
of oxygen (Nychas et al., 1988) under patches of microorganisms may be a reason for 
rejection by customers before spoilage has frilly manifested.
Initially glucose is utilized for growth, but as the bacterial population approaches the 
carrying capacity, the difftision gradient from the underlying tissue to the surface of 
carcass meat fails to match the microbial demand. Other substrates are glucose 6- 
phosphate. Lactic acid which is used sequentially until finally the use of nitrogenous 
compounds leads to the formation of the most malodorous substances.
In high pH meat, glucose levels are low, thus amino acids are used more quickly by 
Shewanella putrefaciens, Aeromonas spp,, Serratia liquefaciens. Yersinia 
enterocolitica and lactic acid bacteria. Hydrogen sulphide production may lead to 
spoilage odouis and the production of sulphmyoglobin. Both events lead to more 
rapid spoilage (Gill and Newton, 1979). As expected the addition of glucose to DFD 
extended the shelf-life (Gill 1986).
Pseudomonas spp.
These strict aerobes are the most important organisms in the aerobic spoilage of meat. 
The pseudomonads preferentially utilize glucose. The oxidation of glucose and 
glucose-6-phosphate results in the production of D -gluconic acid and gluconic-6- 
phosphate acid (Drosinos and Board, 1994; Lambropoulou et al., 1996). The 
concentration and the time of appearance of D-gluconic acid depends both on the 
availability of glucose and the atmospheric conditions (Nychas et al., 1988; Drosinos, 
1994; Lambropoulou et al., 1996). Metabolism of glucose and glucose-6-phosphate
does not lead to the production of malodorous compounds. However, when glucose is 
exhausted pseudomonads metabolise amino acids and produce malodorous sulfides, 
esters, acids, etc., as by-products (Thomas and McMeekin, 1981). The odours of such 
by-products aie usually the first symptom of chill temperature spoilage. 
Pseudomonads growing on the muscle surface will consume glucose until, as their 
numbers increase, the rate of diffusion of glucose fi:om the underlying tissue becomes 
inadequate to meet the bacterial demand. Finally, the surface concentration falls to 
zero and the pseudomonads start to utilize amino acids. This usually occur s when the 
bacterial cell density exceeds 10  ^cells per cm^. When bacterial numbers approach 10^  
cells per cm^ slime becomes visible on the meat surface. Growth of the aerobic fiora 
ceases with bacterial numbers in excess of 10  ^cells per cm ,^ apparently because the 
rate of diffusion of oxygen into bacterial slime is not sufficient to support further 
growth (Ayres, 1960; Ingram and Dainty, 1971; Gill and Newton, 1977; Dainty et al., 
1985).
Table 1.4: Substrates used for growth by major meat spoilage microorganisms.
Aerobically
Substrate Pseudomonas Acinetobacter Enterobacter Br. thermosphacta
Glucose 1* - 1 1
Glucose-6- 2 - 2
phosphate 
Amino acids 4 1 4 Amino acid (glutamate)^
Lactic acid 3 2 3 -
Source: Nychas et al, (1998).
♦The number indicates the order of utilization of this substrate.
Brochothrix thermosphacta
This giam-positive facultative anaerobe can occur when meat is stored in air and in 
vacuum packages, but it is of greater importance in the latter. Glucose is the only 
substantial component of meat that supports its growth (Grau, 1980). Acetic acid and 
acetoin are the major products of the aerobic metabolism of glucose whereas 
isovaleric and isobutyric acids are produced by metabolism of leucine and valine, 
respectively. The major end product of anaerobic metabolism is lactic acid with small 
amounts of other volatile acids being formed. The organism has a rather low spoilage 
potential under strictly anaerobic conditions. Therefore it can constitute a problem in
vacuum-packaged meat containing elevated levels of oxygen allowing the formation 
of some end products of aerobic metabolism.
Lactic acid bacteria
These anaerobic, aerotolerant organisms usually dominate the microbial flora of meat 
stored under anaerobic conditions. Glucose and arginine aie the only substrates in 
meat utilized for growth. Maximum cell densities are therefore determined by the 
availability of substrates and maximum numbers do not greatly exceed 10* cells per 
cm^ (Newton and Gill 1978). Volatile fatty acids are produced from valine and 
leucine. These acids accumulate relatively slowly, but ultimately spoil meat by 
imparting “dairy” or “cheesy” odours and flavours. Spoilage only becomes apparent 
long after maximum numbers have been attained (Newton and Gill 1978) Adjusting 
conditions to flavour development of a low spoilage potential Lactobacillus- 
dominated flora greatly extends the shelf life of chilled meat.
Enterobacteriaceae
This group includes a wide range of facultatively anaerobic organisms, including 
potential pathogens. The relative paucity of reports dealing with spoilage of fresh 
meats by organisms of this group reflects the minor contribution they usually make to 
aerobic spoilage floras. Enterobacteriaceae preferentially utilize glucose, and some at 
least can also take up glucose 6-phosphate. Metabolism of these substances produces 
strong catabolite repression of the enzymes of amino acid degradation. Only when 
these carbohydrates aie exhausted amino acids are utilised (Gill and Newton 1977).
Shewanella putrefaciens
This facultative anaerobe was previously misassigned to the genus Pseudomonas as P. 
putrefaciens. Under aerobic conditions its spoilage behaviour is very similar to that of 
the pseudomonads although, unlike the latter, it utilizes the amino acids cysteine and 
serine even when glucose is abundant (Gill and Newton 1979). It is possible that 
offensive products of amino acid degradation are not produced during aerobic growth 
when glucose is simultaneously metabolized, but production of organic sulfides in 
relatively large quantities and under anaerobic conditions production of hydrogen
sulphide, has been observed. It is, therefore, a very potent spoilage microorganism 
under both aerobic and anaerobic storage.
Table 1. 5: Volatiles produced by microorganisms growing 
aerobically at chill temperatures.
on meat stored
Organism Volatile Odour
Pseudomonas spp. Ethyl esters
Methyl ethyl esters
S-compounds
Cii aliphatic hydrocarbons
Ammonia
putrescine
Fruity
Putrid
Brochothrix
thermosphacta
Acetoin, Diacetyl 
Branhed chain alcohols 
Acetic acid 
3-methyl butanol 
3-methyl butanl 
Butanediol
Sickly
Sweet
Dairy/
Butter
Enterobacteriaceae Branhed chain esters 
S - compounds 
Amines 
H2S
Putrid
Acinetobacter spp. Esters
Nitriles
Sulphides
Oximes
None
reported
Shewanella
putrefaciens
Sulphides Putrid
Faecal
Lactic acid 
Bacteria
fatty acids 
H2S , Methanethiol 
Dimethyl Sulphide 
Ethanol
Sour
Source: Nychas et a l, (1998).
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Acinetobacter/ Moraxella/ Psychrobacter
Small numbers of members of this gioup can occur on stored meat but they fail to 
compete effectively with pseudomonads. Although, Acinetobacter would compete 
with pseudomonads for amino acids and lactic acid, their low oxygen affinity is such 
that the pseudomonads become dominant. Contamination of meat with high numbers 
of Acinetobacter/Moraxella should be avoided as they may reduce the partial pressure 
of oxygen, allowing pseudomonads to utilize amino acids and cause spoilage odours 
(Gill, 1986).
1.1.5 Duration of shelf-life of meat
Fresh meat is a highly perishable food product and unless appropriate actions are 
taken during packaging, transportation and storage, it can spoil in a relatively short 
time. Factors affecting meat spoilage include intrinsic (e.g. pH, aw, composition, type 
and extent of initial contamination) and extiinsic parameters (e.g. storage temperature, 
packaging atmosphere). An accessible approach to extend shelf life of meat is to 
apply the hurdle technology, presented by Leistner and Rodel (1976). According to 
this theory, various huidles or suppressive factors can be combined in order to impede 
microbial growth, without altering the quality of the product, even if each of them 
cannot individually inhibit the growth of microorganisms. These hurdles are divided 
into the intrinsic and extrinsic factors described previously.
To meet the huge demand of the food industry, there has been a remarkable growth in 
the development of food packaging in the past decades. Among the packaging 
technologies developed by and for industry, is modified atmosphere packaging 
(MAP).
Young et al. (1988) defined MAP as “the enclosure of food products in high gas- 
baiiier materials, in which the gaseous environment has been changed to slow 
respiration rates, reduce microbiological giowth and retard enzymatic spoilage with 
the intent of extending shelf-life”.
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In this type of packaging, an initial atmosphere is generated by either peimitting air to 
be enclosed or by injecting a desired initial gas mixture. This blend then changes as a 
result of multiple variables including: a) permeation of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and 
water vapor through the packaging material, b) transmission of oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and water vapour through the seal and defective structural areas, c) 
temperature of package material which may lead to small changes in permeation, d) 
surface area of the package material and e) thickness of the package material 
(Tsigarida and Nychas, 2001).
1.2 Predictive microbiology
The growth of spoilage or pathogenic microorganisms on foods is of great concern for 
everyone involved in the production chain, from primary producers, to processors, 
distributors, retailers and ultimately the consumer. Due to safety and financial reasons 
it is imperative to take precautions in order to restrict the growth of microorganisms, 
but it is still important to be able to assess the remaining shelf life or microbiological 
safety of a particular product at any specific stage in the chain. These issues are more 
significant when the products are being transported over long distances or stored for 
long periods (Ross and McMeekin, 1991).
In the 1980s, the marked increase in the incidence of major food poisoning outbreaks 
led to an acutely increased public awareness of the requirement for a safe and 
wholesome food supply. During the same period many food microbiologists were 
beginning to accept that traditional microbiological methods for the determination of 
food quality and safety were limited by the time needed to obtain results. Also, 
indirect methods of assessing food safety, relying on chemical, physical or physico­
chemical changes did not give a response until large numbers of cells were present. 
Similarly, many proposed rapid methods require growth to high levels before a 
response is evident, whilst others depend on the use of sophisticated and expensive 
equipment.
Challenge tests are the main current method used to evaluate a product’s shelf life. 
The disadvantages of this approach ar e well known. Estimation of shelf life based on 
this method is valid only for the conditions tested while any changes to these
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conditions require the repetition of the test. Furthermore, no information is provided 
on the magnitude of influence of the controlling factors on microbial growth and 
product shelf life.
An alternative to traditional methods in estimating shelf life of foods is to use 
predictive microbiology. Predictive or quantitative microbiology uses knowledge of 
microbial growth responses to environmental factors expressed in quantitative terms 
by mathematical equations (models). Data and models can be stored in databases and 
used to interpret the effect of processing, distribution and storage conditions on 
microbial growth. This approach provides precision in estimating shelf life of foods. 
In addition, the combination of data on the temperature history of the product and 
mathematical models may lead to “intelligent” product management systems for the 
optimization of food quality and safety at the time of consumption.
1.2.1 History of predictive microbiology
The use of mathematic models in the microbiology of foods is not new. The first 
report in predictive microbiology was presented in the literature by the 1930s and 
mathematic model types were established in the industiy in products of fermentation 
by the 1950s (Monod, 1949, Scott, 1937). However, the application of techniques of 
predictive microbiology in the growth and survival of microorganisms in foods was 
extended after 1980 with the Genigeorgis approach (Metaxopoulos et al., 1981a,b) 
and the work of Ratkowsky et al. (1982;1983). These models connect the giowth 
rate of microorganisms with the temperature.
The foundation stone for rapid, later growth of predictive microbiology could be 
considered the publication of Roberts and Jarvis (1983) where traditional methods for 
determining the microbiological quality of foods are chaiacterized as an expensive 
and negative approach and the need for new techniques is identified. Roberts (1990) 
later described predictive microbiology as a method to express quantitatively the 
effect of valions factors on microbial behaviour. This constituted the beginning of the 
realization of the vision of Scott expressed 50 years before (Scott, 1937).
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1.2.2 Kinetics of Microbial Growth
1.2.2.1 Microbial Growth Curve
In an environment where the nutritious components are not limiting microbial growth, 
the population of microbes will proliferate. If we perform an experiment measuring 
microbial numbers over time and plot log count against time we obtain the curve as 
shown in Figure 1.2.
According to the typical sigmoid microbial giowth, foui’ major phases can be 
distinguished. The first, the lag phase where the bacterial population remains constant. 
The exponential, a logarithmic phase which is characterized by an increase in the cell 
number, the stationery phase in which growth rate is decreased. Finally, the death 
phase where the growth rate becomes negative (Figure 1.3).
During lag phase cells are involved in a series of biochemical activities to adapt to the 
new environment. In this stage no growth is observed. After the end of these 
activities the cells aie multiplying at the most rapid rate possible. During the 
exponential phase the metabolic activity of microorganisms aims only to drive cell 
division. In this phase, cell components are found at levels equal within the microbial 
population and cells are considered identical with regard to their physiological state. 
During the exponential phase, the metabolic activity of microorganisms produces a 
number of different substance which accumulate and reduce giowth rate, thus cells 
enter the stationery phase. The duration of this phase will depend on the 
microorganism and the growth medium. The increase in the concentration of 
inhibitory metabolites finally leads to cell death (death phase), but this depends on the 
type of bacterial and the growth media. Boyd (1988) recognizes two additional 
periods of growth: an acceleration phase between lag and exponential phase and a 
deceleration phase between exponential and stationary phase.
Food microbiologists are particulaily interested in growth kinetics of microorganisms. 
It has been shown that in most cases the spoilage of foods is caused by the microbial 
action, thus the ability to predict the microbial growth and particularly the duration of 
lag phase as well as growth rate is very important for the prediction of the shelf-life of
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foods. The stationery phase is not of direct interest since spoilage is observed usually 
before this phase.
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Figure 1.2: A typical bacterial growth curve
1.2.2.2 Calculation of kinetic parameters of microbial growth
The lag time and the growth rate are determined graphically by tangent at the point of 
maximum slope in the exponential phase (Figure 1.3). From the growth rate the 
generation time can also be calculated. When the logio cfu of the population is plotted 
against time, the relationship between slope and generation time is:
Generation Time = logio2/(maximum slope of tangent)
From the maximum slope in the same graphic depiction of microbial grovyth the 
maximum growth rate (pmax) can also be calculated :
|^max= maximum slope of tangent/(ln 1 0 )
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For the calculation of duiation of lag phase, the tangent with the maximum slope is 
extended until the tangent in time zero and the time in this point is taken as the end of 
the lag phase.
11 -
10 -
8 — one log cycle=3.32 doublings thus this time corresponds to 
/  3.32 generations
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Figure 1, 3; Graphical method for the estimation of generation and lag time from a 
giowth curve
1.2.2.3 Steps in the development of microbial models
There aie numerous strategies for the development of models for the prediction of 
microbial growth. There are different types of problems (production of toxin, shelf- 
life, growth of pathogenic bacteria, kinetics of microbial death), different categories 
of models (kinetic models, probability models, various ways for the collection of data 
(viable count methods, optical density, impedance and conductance), and various 
ways for the evaluation of models (Adair et a l, 1989; Bratchell et a l, 1990; 
Zwietering et al., 1990; Ross et al., 1996)
The development of mathematical models is based on the following steps described 
by Draper and Smith (1981) and Farber (1986):
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i. Experimental planning
ii. Data collection and analysis
iii. Mathematical description
iv. Validation and maintenance
1.2.2.3.1 Experimental planning
A number of factors should be taken into consideration in the planning of experiments 
and the data collection.
a. The independent variables of models
Following selection of the independent variables of the model, it is useful to check 
whether there are interactions between the factors. It is also necessary to determine 
the range the variables will cover, which depends on the ranges expected in the 
products. The choice of the range should be given great attention since a mathematical 
model will not give good predictions beyond the range of variables.
b. Response variable
The primary response variable is usually the change in the bacterial population 
density over time (growth rate, generation time, lag time etc.). Depending on the 
nature of variable and the type of model, usually the variable is converted using 
mathematical equations.
c. The preparation of inocula
For the preparation of inocula different factors should be considered, including i) the 
conditions of inoculum growth such as temperature, pH, aw etc. that can influence the 
later growth particularly the lag time, ii) the size of inocula iii) mixtuie of strains and 
species iv) preparation of inocula for application to foods or laboratory media.
d. The media of growth
Great attention should be given to the media of giowth. This can be either laboratory 
media or some type of food. The use of laboratory media allows the application of a 
wider range of methods for determination of microbial growth (optical density, 
impedance etc.) and the generation of more of data within small time intervals.
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However, in the last few yeais there has been criticism of the use of laboratory media 
for the development of mathematical models (Pin et al, 1999; Koutsoumanis and 
Nychas, 2000). This is because models developed using liquid media inoculated with 
one microorganism cannot give precise predictions in real food systems since they do 
not take into consideration important factors that influence microbial growth, such as 
the food structure and interactions with the natural microflora.
e. The quantity of data
There is a minimum amount of data required to generate a reliable mathematical 
model. Usually ten to fifteen data points per independent variable aie enough to fit a 
kinetic model. It is also essential to have an even distribution of data points in all the 
phases of the giowth curve.
1.2.2.3.2 Data collection and analysis
The collection of suitable data is very important for the development of mathematical 
models. Kinetic models require the determination of the growth rate. Since there is no 
direct way for the calculation of the growth rate, the determination of microbial 
population over time is essential. Various methods can be used; these can be direct, 
where the cells are counted (viable counting, microscopy) or indirect, where the 
microbial density is determined via quantification of certain attributes of the cells e.g. 
DNA, dry weight, optical density, impedance.
In the United Kingdom Predictive Food Microbiology programme it became evident 
fi'om early on that a single laboratory can not produce all the essential data in a 
reasonable time. For this reason a series of documents was created to contribute to the 
standai'dization of data collection fiom a number of laboratories. These documents 
include a form of protocol, notes on the experimental planning, the precision of 
measuiements in petri dishes, the proposed method for the calculation of values, the 
proposed tables for the method of Most Probable Number (MPN) and the preferred 
methods for the recording of data. These documents have proved useful for 
collaboration between laboratories.
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1.2.2.3.3 Mathematic description of model
After the collection and recording of data, these are fitted to a sigmoid function / 
equation and the kinetic parameters of growth are generated (generation time, lag 
time, etc.). These values are used for the creation of models that describe the effect of 
various environmental factors, temperature, pH, water activity, etc. on the microbial 
growth.
In order to determine the equation that best describes the data set collected, the 
method of the least squares was used. Various techniques of regression were applied 
for the adaptation of the data in the models. These techniques should take into 
consideration the standard criteria for the analysis of regression included regular 
distributions and homogeneous fluctuations, which are:
• the precision of adaptation
• the ability to forecast combinations of factors that have not been examined
• the incorporation of all relative factors
• the utilization of the least possible parameters
• the determination of fault
• the pai'ameters must have biological meaning and realistic values
• the mathematical modification of parameters if this improves their statistical 
attributes
The vaiious natuial and biological models frequently come up as solution of 
differential equations resulting in them being non linear as their parameters. An 
important consequence of the above factor is that the estimation of minimal square 
does not have the desirable attributes of their equivalents in the models of lineai' 
regression that is they do not have regular distribution and do not present impartiality 
and minimal distribution. The change of mathematical form with the parameters 
presented in the model (reparameterization) can improve the attributes of estimators 
of model and lead to the linearity (close -to- linear).
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1.2.2.3.4 Model validation
Model evaluation is a very important stage in the overall process. Developed models 
should be evaluated under real conditions to show whether or not microorganisms 
behave in a similar way to that predicted using the mathematical model for the same 
conditions (McMeekin and Ross, 1996). Users of certain models should be aware of 
the performance limits as well as the applicability range of the model. In practice, the 
precision of a model does not depend on the quality of data fitting but on its ability to 
simulate the microbial growth (Jones et al., 1994). A lot of researchers use 
laboratory media for development and evaluation of models. However, because of the 
complexity of foods, as systems for microbial growth it was suggested to use these for 
model evaluation.
The stage of model evaluation has often been characterized as the weakest point in the 
process of model development as there are no standaid methods for the evaluation 
(Ross et al., 1996) . However, Ross et al. (1996) proposed certain indicators for the 
application of kinetic models and the measurement of their reliability. These 
indicators are the bias factor and the accuracy factor.
The bias factor provides a clue for the mean variation between the predicted and 
observed values. The bias factor is described in equation (1)
bias factor = (1)
where GTobserved is the generation time observed experimentally, GTpredicted is the 
predicted generation time from the model and n is the number of observations.
Since a number of higher level bias factor values may give a total close to 1, it is 
obvious that this factor cannot provide clear evidence for the size, of variation 
between predicted and observed values. For that reason another vaiiable, the accuracy 
factor, is introduced described by the equation below:
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accuracy factor = 1 /«] (2)
The accuracy factor provides an indication of the size of variation between predicted 
and observed values. The higher the values of accuracy factor the lower precision of 
model. Thus, when the accuracy factor is equal to two it shows that the average 
prediction is two times higher or half whiles accuracy factor equal to one show that 
there is perfect agreement between the predicted and observed values.
1.2.3 Classification of models
The model of growth prediction is a mathematical expression that describes the 
growth, survival, inactivation or biochemical processes of microorganisms. No 
standard classification of predictive models has been established until nowadays, even 
though this would have facilitated the implementation of predictive microbiology. 
The main types of classification that are reported in the literature are the following:
1.2.3.1 Kinetic and probability models
Mathematic models can be classified according to their use. A model can be based on 
microbial kinetics or on the probabilities of growth / survival of the inoculum. The 
choice of approach depends on the type of microorganism as well as on the number of 
variables. Kinetic models predict the extent and rate of growth of a microorganism 
(Buchanan, 1993a). Kinetic models are reported with two different approaches. In the 
first, the growth rate is calculated and the models are used for prediction based on the 
exponential phase of microorganisms. With the second approach, sigmoid functions 
are fitted to the experimental data and the models are used for the description of the 
effect of various environmental factors. Evaluation of this fitted sigmoid cwve may 
allow researchers to make predictions about the studied microorganisms in a 
paiticular food system. In both cases, models are developed by evaluating data 
involving the increase of microbial population under various combinations of specific 
envh'onmental factors in order to provide information about lag time, generation time 
and growth rate (Zwietering et al., 1991, Van Impe et al., 1995).
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Kinetic models attempt to explain the time taken for a specific growth response, in 
terms of environmental variables such as temperatuie, pH, water activity, gaseous 
atmosphere, redox potential, biological structure, relative humidity, nutrient content 
and antimicrobial properties. However, kinetic models can be difficult to construct as 
they require the accumulation of a lot of microbial count data (Baranyi et al.,1995). 
Probability-based models are routinely used to model the response of spore forming 
bacteria. The basis for probability modelling is the relationship between the grovyth of 
microbial cells and the physicochemical properties of environment (Ross and 
McMeekin, 1995). Probability models are appropriate in the cases where toxin is 
produced but they provide little data about growth rate. However, a problem with 
probability modelling is that the probability changes with time, so probability models 
are in fact a combination of both probability and kinetics and that can make them 
rather confusing.
1.2 3,2 Empirical and mechanistic models
Empirical models describe with a simple way the data in a form of acceptable 
mathematic equations (Gibson et al., 1987). Polynomial equations are the most 
common empirical models. These models are easy in their use and their application 
requires no knowledge of biochemical or other activities (Whiting, 1995). However, 
polynomial equations do not have theoretical base, are not linear and have paiameters 
without biological meaning. Therefore, they do not contribute any understanding of 
the underlying process.
Understanding the mechanisms that regulate cell metabolism can lead to the 
development of mechanistic models. Such models could express the activity of cells 
with precision and be used as tools for the production of prediction models fi’om 
hypotheses (Bazin and Prosser, 1992).
It is generally accepted by most researchers that mechanistic models aie superior to 
empirical models (Van Impe et al., 1992; Zwietering et al., 1993).
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1,2.3.3 Primary, secondary and tertiary models
The classification system proposed by Whiting and Buchanan (1993) groups most 
models into primary, secondary and tertiary based models (Table 1.6). Primary 
models describe the change of bacteria numbers with time under particular 
environmental and cultural conditions. These models aie used for the calculation of 
kinetic parameters of growth such as maximum growth rate, generation time, lag 
phase duration and maximum population density.
Secondary models aie used for the quantification of the effects of various 
environmental factors such as temperature, pH, water activity, redox potential, for 
each and every parameter of growth. For example, using a primary model the growth 
rate can be calculated for the corresponding temperature. Then the growth rates 
corresponding to different temperatures are adapted in a secondary model so that the 
effect of temperature is expressed quantitatively with a mathematic equation allowing 
the user to determine the growth rate in any temperature T.
Tertiary models take modelling to its final form. These models combine primary and 
secondary models in a friendly software package. The final users of such systems are 
not required to have knowledge of microbiology techniques. Tertiary models change 
predictive food microbiology into an accessible and usefiil tool for the industry.
Table 1 .6 : Classification of models.
Primary models Secondary models Tertiary models
Gompertz function
Modified Gompertz
Logistic model 
Baranyi model
Belehradek model 
(square-root model) 
RatkowslQf model 
(square-root model) 
Arrhenius model 
Modified Arrhenius models 
(Davey or Schoolfield) 
Probability models 
Z values
First order Monod model 
Modified Monod model 
D values of thermal inactivation 
Growth decline model of Polynomial or response
Whiting and Cygnarowicz Surface models
Three-phase linear model_____Williams-Landel Ferry model
USDA Pathogen 
Modelling program
Food micromodel 
Pseudomonas Predictor
Expert Systems
Sources: McDonald and Sun (1999).
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1.2.4 Description of main models
1.2.4.1 Primary models
1.2.4.1.1 Exponential growth without lag phase
The “law of geometric growth” was proposed two centuries ago (Malthus, 1798), the 
differential and completed form of this model is named model of exponential growth 
and presented below (Eq. 3)
^  = Af,=iV„ xexpCu„„xOdt (3)
where Nt number of cells in time t. No number of cells in time 0 , pmax maximum 
growth rate, t time.
The simulation of equation 3 (Fig. 1.4a) shows the concentration of cells (Nt) as a 
function of time. However, in the microbiology of foods giowth curves are usually 
presented log (Nt) as a fimction of time (Fig. 1.4b). The logarithmic transformation of 
data, stabilizes the dissemination of measurements and allows the precise estimation 
of model parameters. The maximum growth rate (pmax) can be calculated from the 
slope of the log lo -  growth curve multiplied by In (io> (Eq. 4). When transformations 
of variable are used it is important to be applied in the two parts of growth model, as 
it appears in equation 4, in order to keep stable all of the important parameters of the 
model.
Log{N, ) = Log{N^ X expCu^ x t)} = Log{N) + in(iU) 4^ ^
The model of exponential growth is used widely for the determination of growth rate 
but does not provide realistic description of microbial growth since growth inevitably 
reaches a maximum concentration of cells and usually, a lag phase also appears.
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1.2.4.1.2 Exponential growth with lag time
Equation 5 (Monod, 1949) includes the parameter ttag that represents the classic 
definition of lag phase (Fig. 1.4b). Equation 5 can be adapted to the data with the 
regiession method of “piecewise”.
N,=N^ if if t h t Lag (5)
(a)1e8]
8e7
6e7
2  4e7
2e7
Lag «me
-2e7l
8 12 160 4 20
I
O Lag time
0 84 12 16 20
Time (days) Time (days)
Figure 1. 4: Simulation of exponential growth model with or without lag phase. In 
figure a, the model has been adapted to data that have not been converted while in 
figure b, the data have been converted with the use of logarithms. The initial 
population is 1000 cfu/g, the maximum specific growth rate 1.9 d and lag time 8
d.
1.2.4.1.3 Sigmoid growth without lag time
Monod (1949) firstly described the damping of exponential giowth using kinetics of 
satuiation where the growth rate is connected with the concentiation of substrate via a 
type of equation of Michaelis - Menten. With one component of substrate to limit the 
growth of the above type of kinetic results in a sigmoid giowth curve. However, the 
substrate usually does not constitute a restrictive factor in foods and the equations of 
Monod cannot be applied. However, in the literature there are various autonomous 
mathematic models where the growth rate depends only on the concentration of cells 
and thus can be described by a sigmoid growth curve. It should be stressed that the
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sigmoid form is reported in data that have not mathematic transformation (cftj/g). 
(Ratkowsky et al., 1983).
Logistic Model (with 3 parameters)
The logistic model that was initially proposed by Velhurst (1838) (Eq. 6  and 7) is a 
direct extension of the model of exponential growth and as it appears in figure 1 .5  
does not include the lag phase. The differential equation (Eq. 6 ) shows that the growth 
rate is decreased when N approaches the Nmax. The two forms that appeal' in equation 
7 include the initial concentration of cells (No) and the turning-point (ti) as 
parameters,. The turning-point is the time in which Nt = Nmax / 2.
at (6)
1 + N max I
(7)
Richards model
Richards model (Eq. 8 , 9) includes the logistic model as a special case where the 
parameter m is equal with 1. Figure 1.6 it shows the flexibility of Richards model.
{l + expLu„„ X m X (r -
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Figure 1. 5: Simulation of logistic model. In figure a, the model has been adapted in 
data that have not been converted while in figure b, the data have been converted with 
the use of logarithmic transformation.
Precise calculations of the parameters of the Richards model require growth curves 
with a lot of data points. This is the most likely reason that this model is not used 
widely in predictive microbiology. However, with the use of automated methods for 
the measurement of microbial change such as optical density, it is possible to produce 
a lot of data and use the Richards model.
1.2.4.1.4 Sigmoid growth with lag phase
The parameter of lag phase can be added to models of sigmoid growth as in the case 
of the model of exponential growth (Eq. 5). The logistic model with lag phase has 
been used in the predictive microbiology (Ross et al., 1996). The duration of lag 
phase can also be calculated with the use of logistic model with 4 parameters (Eq. 10) 
as it appears in the figure 1.7
N  - N  ■M  4_________ max minl + exp{-//„„x (/- /,}
N  - N  ■max ^  ^  mm
1 + -1
(10)
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N,=NG+-
1 + N„
(11)
Lag time - [log(iyo)-log(Go)]xlnqO)
(12)
les-
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Figure 1. 6 : Simulation of Richards model with different values of parameter m. In 
figure a, the model has been adapted in data that have not been converted while in 
figure b, the data have been converted with the use of the logaritlimic scale.
The logistic model has also been used in the form shown in equation (11). In this case, 
the total concentration of cells is separated into cells which increase (G) and cells 
which do not increase (NO). It is accepted that the NG cells can be measured. The 
data for the cells that increase, are fitted to the logistic model with three parameters 
and the lag phase is interpreted as the fi-action of initial population (No - Go) that 
cannot develop in these particular conditions (Eq.(12)) (Pruit and Kamau, 1993). 
With this type of hypothesis made about the physiology of microorganisms, predictive 
microbiology can contribute to a deeper comprehension of microbial growth. 
However, it should be stressed, that for the control of these hypotheses the 
implementation of specific experiments in combination with the mathematical models 
is required. In the above case the existence of the two cellulai’ fractions (G and NG) 
should be confirmed.
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Figure 1. 7: Simulation of equation 10, the data has been converted with the use of 
the logarithmic scale.
1.2.4.1.5 Others models based on the logistic equation.
Jason (1983) presented a mechanistic model (equation (13)) for the microbial growth 
with one phase. This model results from the logistic equation with a change in the 
parameters,
iV,=—
1 + exp
(13)
where t: time, Nt: microbial population in time t, Nf : microbial population in time t% 
tg: maximum relative growth rate
Broughall and Brown (1984) presented the equation of Verhulst (Eq. (14)) for the 
growth of bacteria
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1+ b ~ N , xexp -  0.693 x (f-Z )
(14)
where t: time, Nt: microbial population in time t. No: microbial population in time 0 , 
b: maximum population, L: lag time, k: minimum doubling time by exponential 
growth
Standard et al. (1985) used also a sigmoid equation (Eq. (15)) in order to describe 
the microbial growth curves. This equation leads also to a logistic equation by change 
its parameters.
f r 1 + A xlf''^j/ = arx<l + e x p  >
t- L P JJ (15)
The Gompertz model and its modification
Gompertz model can be considered as a special case of Richards model where the 
parameter m tends to zero and multiplication pmax x m tends to p' (Eq. (16), (17)).The 
model does not include a parameter for the lag phase and differs significantly from the 
logistic model (figure 1 .8 )
dN
dt = N x ^ ' x \ n V'^ max y (16)
N , = N x exp{” exp[ - ^  'x(t- 1^)]} (17)
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Figure 1. 8 : Simulation of Gompertz model. In figure a, the model has been adapted 
in data that have not been converted while in figure b, the data have been converted 
with the use of the logarithmic scale.
Gibson et al (1988) and Zwietering et al (1990) proposed two modifications of 
the Gompertz model (Eq. (18), (19)). In these modifications a logarithmic 
transformation has been applied but only in the left side of the equation. With this 
transformation the equation of Gompertz changes, while the lag phase can also be 
described.
Log{Nf) - A  + Cx  exp{-exp[- B x ( t ~ M]} (18)
Log
y
= Dxexp<-exp xexp(l)D x{Lag~t)+\ (19)
Because of the logarithmic transformation in the modified Gompertz equation, the 
duration of lag phase and the maximum growth rate do not represent the 
corresponding values of the classic models of growth. The calculations of duration of 
lag phase are characterized by limited accuracy while it can also take negative values. 
The calculations for the maximum specific growth rate with the modified equation of 
Gompertz are overestimated by 10-20% (Baranyi et al.,1993; McCluie et al., 1994).
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The Baranyi model
A model (Eq, (20)) where the maximum giowth rate depends on time and 
concentration of cells was proposed in 1993 by Baranyi et al. (1993). This model 
includes the equation of Richards and a factor of delay for the lag phase (At). This 
model is very complicated but the development of software has facilitated its use in 
predictive microbiology.
y ,= y m « -  ln{l + - 1) X } ^ 2 0 )
where //max is the maximum specific growth rate of the cell population; ymax is the 
natural logarithm of the maximum population’s concentration; yo, the natural 
logarithm of the initial cell concentration; m is a curvature parameter characterizing 
the transition from the exponential to the stationary phase of growth and A(t) is a 
gradually delayed time variable described by the equation:
A(t) = t + \n{e 4- e +  e )
/^max (2 1 )
1.2.4.2 Secondary Models
1.2.4.2.1 Models for the effect of temperature
Arrhenius type models
The Arrhenius equation, which was used initially for chemical reactions is : 
A: = ^ 0 X exp^ — ~  
'^ (22)
where k: giowth rate, Ea: activation energy, T: temperature (k), R: universal gas 
constant (1.9871 cal/mol), ko : Arrhenius equation constant
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Arrhenius model
The equation of Anhenius (Eq. (22)) is used for temperatures below the optimum. It 
is usually described in its linear form (Eq. (23)).
ln(A) = l n ( * o ) - ^ * i  (23)
Schoolfield model
This model was proposed by Schoolfield et al (1981) (Eq. (24))
k  =
P(25°C)^^^exp a h U  
R  I
1 l Y 
298 T J
1 + exp R
f  \  
1 1
r ,  T
< ^  ;
+ exp AffR
f  Y 
1 1 
r ,  T
< h i )_ (24)
where k: giowth rate, T: temperature (k), R: universal gas constant (1.9871 cal/mol), 
AHa: enthalpy of activation, AHl: change in enthalpy associated with low 
temperatuie inactivation of enzyme, AHh: change in enthalpy associated with high 
temperature inactivation of enzyme, p development rate at 25°C assuming no enzyme 
inactivation.
The equation (24) was derived from the equation of Sharpe and De Michele (1977) 
after modifications.
Alber and Schaffiier (1993) presented two new modified models of Schoolfield et 
al. (1981) and these were evaluated for their ability to predict the growth rate of 
bacteria as a function of temperature. These models use the natural logarithm of the 
growth rate, which is considered as the most suitable transformation for the reduction 
of data dissemination.
The first from of the two models has six parameters and is described by the following 
equation:
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ln(A:) = 2 1 n In
P(25“C ) ^ e x p AHiR
'  1 iV
,298 TJ
1 + exp R
f  \  
1 1 
r ,  T
< h  ;
+exp AHR
(
J __ 1
r ,  T  
< )_ (25)
The second model has four paiameters and it is resulted from the equation (25) with 
abstraction of the term that describes the deactivation at low temperatures.
ln(A:) = 2 1 n In
/’(25°C>298®’'P R
f  I iV  
1298 t )
1 +exp AHR
f  Y 
1 1 
T
(26)
The comparison between the initial model of Schoolfield et al. (1981) (converted to 
logarithms) and the two new models shows that the latter are better adapted on the 
data. However the last two parameters included in the equation (25) do not 
considerably improve the adaptation of data to the model with four parameters.
Davey model
Davey (1989) proposed a linear model of Arrhenius type in order to describe the 
effect of temperature and water activity in the microbial growth rate. When the water 
activity remains almost constant, which happens in most foods, this term is omitted 
and the equation takes the following form:
ln(Â:) = C o + - ^ + ^
(27)
where k: growth rate, T: temperatuie (k), Cj : coefficients
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Belehradek type models
The general form of the Belehradek equation (1930) has been used widely in 
predictive microbiology and is as follows:
_ a
^  (28)
where, y: growth rate, a: regression coefficient for temperature below optimal, t: 
temperature (k) and c: national minimum growth temperature
Square root model (with two parameters)
The square root model proposed by Ratkowsky et al. (1982) is the most widely used 
model of the Belehradek type and is described as follows:
4 k = b ^ ( T - T ^ ) (29)
where, k: giowth rate, b: regression coefficient, T: temperature (k) and Tmm: minimum 
growth temperature
This model is applied to low temperatures, from the minimum growth temperature up 
to the optimum. The minimum temperature Tmin is where the line of regression cuts 
the temperature axis in the point Vl^O. Usually, the minimal temperature T predicted 
by the model is 2-3°C lower than what is really observed, so for this reason the 
growth rate predicted close to the minimum limit of temperature can be overestimated 
compared with what is actually observed. However, Ratkowsky et al (1982,1983) 
showed that the equation describes with precision the data of growth for many 
microorganisms.
Square root model (with four parameters)
This model (Eq. (30)) is an extension of the previous equation (Eq. (29)) that 
describes the full range of temperatures where microbial giowth occurs.
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Æ = 6  X ( r  -  ) X {i -  exp[c X ( r  -  ]}
This model, apart from the minimum growth temperature (Tmin)> also contains a 
paiameter for the maximum growth temperature (Tmax)* The microorganisms are 
capable to grow only in temperatures between Tmin and Tmax. The maximum and 
minimum temperatures are the two points where the line of regression cuts the 
temperature axis in Vk=0 . It should be stressed that due to the difficulty in generating 
data at very low growth rates the calculations of Tmin and Tmax are not precise. As a 
result, Tmin is usually under the freezing point of foods, where water activity is altered 
and a marked divergence is observed from the linearity of the model.
The modified model of square root for temperatures bigger of Tmax
Equation (30) predicts increasing values of growth rate for temperatures higher than 
Tmax , which does not happen in the reality. Zwietering et el (1991) modified the 
equation (30), so that the growth rate in temperatures near Tmax is described by a 
simple exponential equation and not by its square root.
/<m» =[*x(î’-7 ’^ )rx{l-exp[cx(7’-r^ ]}
1.2.4.2.2 Models of combined effect of temperature and other factors that 
influence the growth of microorganisms
Secondary models of combined effects are distinguished in: a) those based on the 
Arrhenius model, b) those that are based on the Belehradek model and c) polynomial 
models
Arrhenius based models
Davey (1989) presented a model of Arrhenius type for the combined effect of 
temperature and water activity in microbial growth rate.
C C
T T (32)
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This equation was later used by Davey (1991), including data from lag phase. 
Belehradek based models
The square root model has been widely used for various combinations of temperature, 
pH and water activity (Eq. (33), (34), (35)) (McMeekin et al., 1987,1992; Chandler 
and McMeekin, 1989a,b)
4 k  =b(J'-  )^
(35)
Polynomial model
The polynomial model is an empirical model that is described by the relation:
ln(v4) = Aq + ci^X + Ü2Y + +  ct^XY+ a^XZ + + ci-jX^  + cj^Y^  + + e 3^ ^^
where. A: kinetic parameter (pmax, Lag, GT), X,Y,Z: environmental factors affecting 
microbial growth (temperature, pH, aw etc.), e: random error, and a; regression 
coefficients
1.2.5 Comparison and selection of mathematic predictive model
The choice of a particular mathematic model is a difficult decision. The main factor 
that should be taken into consideration in this process is the accuracy with which the 
data are described. The comparison of accuracy between the different models is done 
with the use of statistical techniques as Student’s t and the F test. With the t test it is 
possible to calculate the intervals of confidence for the parameters which are used for 
the discrimination between the models. With the F test, the lack of fit of the models is 
compared with the measuring error. For the statistical comparison of models the sum 
of the square of residuals (RSS) is usually used. The RSS alone cannot give the
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essential information, since different models can have different number of parameters. 
For a certain case of fitting, models with higher number of parameters give smaller 
value of RSS. One of the factors that examine the statistical comparison of models is 
how much it is worthwhile to use more parameters for the decrease of RSS. For 
example, the difference of RSS, of a model with 4 parameters and a model with 3 
parameters constitutes the profit of precision from the addition of parameter. If this 
profit is smaller than the measurement error, the model with more parameters is not 
advisable and vice-versa if the profit is bigger. The value which supports the above 
comparison is given by the type:
{RSS2-RSS,)I{DF2-DF,) (37)
^  RSSJDF,
where: RSSi is the RSS of model with the 4 parameters, RSS2 is the RSS of model 
with the 3 parameters, DFi the degrees of freedom of model with the 4 parameters 
and DF2 the degrees of freedom of model with the 3 parameters (the degrees of 
freedom of a model are equal to the number of data that are used minus the number of 
parameters)
If after reliable statistical analysis, two models can equally predict the data of fitting, 
then other characteristics of models should be compared, for example, the use of less 
parameters, the possibility of biological interpretation of parameters, the right 
description of faults etc.
1.2.6 Applications of predictive food microbiology
The rapid development of microbial models and their ability to predict microbial 
growth makes modelling an invaluable research tool. Their applications cannot 
however replace microbial analysis of samples or the technical experience and 
judgment of a trained microbiologist. Many applications have been proposed for 
predictive food microbiology, which have relevance to the meat industry.
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1.2.6.1 Hazard analysis critical control point (HACCP)
The acceptance and implementation of HACCP programs in the meat indusüy 
requires the ability to deal quantitatively with a range of variables influencing safety. 
Predictive food microbiology is a quantitative method of describing the effects of 
these variables on microbial growth, survival or inactivation. Modelling can help in 
preliminary hazard analysis, identification and establishment of critical control points, 
and corrective action to be taken. Interactions between variables such as temperature 
and aw are important for the application of HACCP in meat processing. However, it is 
not practical to determine quantitatively all aspects of microbial gr owth kinetics in a 
complex production process. Therefore, a combination of predictive food 
microbiology and HACCP offers the meat industry a systematic structured approach 
of solving problems, with quantitative calculations when necessary. Predictive food 
microbiology can be considered as an extension of HACCP (Roberts, 1989; 
McMeekin et al., 1992 ).
1.2.6.2 Risk assessment
Risk Assessment is a analytical tool, that is used widely the last years for the 
determination of priorities of public policy for the safety of foods. Its application 
leads to the forecast of the probability of some foods causing disease after 
consumption. Generally, the Risk Assessment process consists of foirr stages, a) 
Characterization of disease b) Determination of infectious dose c) Determination of 
exposure to the danger and d) Estimation of Risk . One of the greatest difficulties in 
estimating risk is determination of the level of the pathogenic microorganisms in the 
food at the moment of consumption (the stage that determines exposure). In this stage 
the predictive microbiology can offer considerably since microbial growth can be 
predicted even in modified conditions (Koutsoumanis, 2 0 0 0 ).
1.2.6.3 Microbial shelf-life studies
It is generally admitted that in most cases the spoilage of foods is a result of microbial 
activity. Even if the microbial flora of more products is constituted of a variety of 
microorganisms, it has been proven that under certain conditions only a part of the
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total microflora is responsible for spoilage, reported as specific spoilage organisms 
(SSO). Therefore the duration of the shelf-life of a certain product could be calculated 
as the time that is required for the SSO to multiply to a level which causes observed 
spoilage (Koutsoumanis and Nychas, 2000). The use of predictive microbiology for 
prediction of growth of SSO to the level that causes spoilage can lead to the 
prediction of the product shelf-life. The prediction of shelf-life requires more research 
since the spoilage is a complicated process and factors as the type of SSO and the 
level of spoilage change, depending on the type of product and the conditions of 
storage.
1.2.6.4 Product research and development
Changes in the composition or treatment of the product can have important effects in 
the behaviour of spoilage microorganisms or in the potential growth of pathogenic 
microorganisms. Predictive microbiology in this case can be used for the rapid 
determination of the consequences of such changes. Also it could contribute 
considerably to fast decision making on the use or otherwise of modifications in 
preservation technologies or in the choice of products for storage for further analysis. 
The combination of predictive microbiology with HACCP in the initial stage of 
development of products allows the determination of dangers that ar e related with the 
raw material, the treatment, the distribution or the consumption.
1.2.6.5 Education
Predictive food microbiology offers a front seat view on the behaviour* of 
microorganisms in foods in response to changes in intrinsic and extrinsic variables. 
Laboratory experiments tend to be time consuming, expensive and often not very 
illustrative. However, models of microbial behavior using graphs or estimates of time 
to a specified microbial level can clearly show responses. This is especially usefiil in 
the education of non-specialists involved in food manufacturing. Models can 
interactively demonstrate to individuals the need for good manufacturing practices 
(Walker and Jones, 1992).
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1.2.6.6 Other applications
In the laboratory environment, models can be used to give the range of concern for a 
variable and thus allow for better designing of experiments. In the USDA/ ARS/ 
ERRC’S Microbial Food Safety Research Unit laboratories models aie used to devise 
laboratory work schedules for sampling time experiments and analyzing microbial 
data (Whiting, 1997). Breidt and Fleming (1998) addressed the issue of the 
competitive growth of pathogens such as Listeria monocytogenes in mixed cultures of 
bacteria via the use of modelling. Pin and Baranyi (1998) used predictive modelling to 
quantify the concepts of dominance and influence of major spoilage organisms found 
in aerobically stored refrigerated meat under the influence of temperature and pH.
1.3 Aims of the present study
The aims of the present study were:
(i) to establish the levels of microbial contamination and monitor the main spoilage 
microorganisms in minced beef surveyed from retail outlets in Athens (central open 
market),
(ii) to provide information on the prevalence of selected pathogenic bacteria, such as 
Salmonella spp.. Listeria spp. and Escherichia coli,
(iii) to develop a predictive modelling approach under isothermal conditions to 
monitor the growth pattern of spoilage microorganisms on ground meat,
(iv) to validate the developed model under dynamic temperatuie profile.
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CHAPTER 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 General methods
2.1.1 Enumeration of microflora
Samples (25g) of minced meat were aseptically weighed, added to Va strength Ringer’s
solution (225ml), and homogenized in a stomacher (Lab Blender 400, Seward
Medical, London) for 60s at room temperature. Decimal dilutions in quarter strength
Ringer's solution were prepared and duplicate 0.1 or 1 ml samples of appropriate
dilutions were spread or poured on the following media.
2.1.1.1 Spread plated
• Total viable count, on Plate Count Agar (PGA, Merck, 1.05463, Darmstadt,
Germany) and incubated at 25 °C for 2-3 days.
• Pseudomonas on cetrimide fiicidin cephaloridine agar (CFG, Oxoid GM 559,
supplemented with SR 103, Basingstoke, UK) incubated at 25 °G for 2 days.
• Brochothrix thermosphacta, on streptomycin sulphate thallous acetate
cycloheximide (actidione) agar, prepared from its ingredients following the recipe 
as given by Oxoid (STAA agar base, Oxoid GM 881) and with the addition of 
supplements, streptomycin sulfate, thallous acetate and cycloheximide (actidione), 
incubated at 25 °G for 2-3 days.
2.1.1.2 Pour plated
1.0 ml into 10 ml of molten (45 °G) medium. After setting, a 10 ml overlay of molten 
medium was added for the enumeration of:
• Lactic acid bacteria, in MRS medium (Merck, 1.10660, Darmstadt, Germany) 
incubated aerobically at 25 °G for 2-3 days.
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Enterobacteriaceae, in violet red bile glucose agar (VRBGA, Merck, 1.10275, 
Darmstadt, Germany), incubation at 37 °C for 24h. The large colonies with purple 
haloes were counted.
Shewanella putrefaciens in iron agar prepared from its ingredients following the 
recipe as given by Oxoid (LA, Oxoid code CM 867). The plates were incubated at 
25 °C for 2-3 days. Black colonies formed by the production of H2S were 
enumerated after 2-3 days.
Diluents and media used with the spread technique were prepared following the 
manirfacturer’s instructions, using deionized water and autoclaving or boiled at the 
appropriate temperature and time. All diluents and media were kept in the dark after 
preparation at room temperature for a few days, or at 3 °C for maximum storage 
periods as recommended by the manufacturers. Media used with the pour technique 
were prepared and autoclaved or boiled just before each sampling and put in a water 
bath for their temperature to be stabilized at 45 °C before being used.
2.1.2 Examination of the enumerative system
All plates were examined visually for typical colony types and morphological 
characteristics that were associated with each growth medium. In addition, the 
selectivity of each medium was checked routinely by Gram staining and microscopic 
examination of smears prepared from randomly selected colonies obtained from all 
media.
2.1.3 Counting of the plates and calculation
For the calculation the mean average of the counts of the three replicates from one 
statistically reliable dilution was used. The summation of the counts of the dilution 
was not less than 30 colonies and not higher than 300 colonies. When two dilutions 
gave countable results, the calculation was based on the dilution with the higher 
summation. In the case where very high counts were present dividing the Petri dish
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into appropriate sectors made the estimation of the counts.
The average of the counts was multiplied by the dilution to give to final amount of the 
microbial population per gram of minced meat.
2.1.4 Measurement of pH
The pH value was recorded by a pH meter (Russell, Moder RL150), the glass 
electrode being immersed in the homogenate of minced meat (lOg of meat in 90ml 
distilled water) after the end of microbiological analysis
2.2 Methods specific to chapter 3
2.2.1 Sample preparation
Minced pork and beef were bought firom Athens open market and were transported to 
the laboratory within 1 h of purchase and held at 1°C for 1-2 h.
Samples (25g) of minced meat were aseptically weighed, added to Va strength Ringer's 
solution (225ml), and homogenized in a stomacher (Lab Blender 400, Seward 
Medical, London) for 60s at room temperature. Decimal dilutions in quarter strength 
Ringer's solution were prepared and duplicate 0.1 or 1 ml samples of appropriate 
dilutions were spread or poured on the following media.
2.2.2 Enumeration of pathogens
2.2.2.1 Spread plates
# Salmonella spp.,on xylose lysine decarboxylase agar (Merck, 1.05287, Darmstadt, 
Germany) incubation at 37 °C for 24 hours.
# Listeria spp., 0.1ml or 1.0ml (on three different plates) sample were spread on 
Palcam agar (Merck, 1.11755, with Palcam-Listeria selective-Supplement
1.12122.0001, Darmstadt, Germany) incubated for 2 days at 30°C. Also 0.1ml of 
sample were spread on ALOA (Listeria Agar Acc. To Ottaviani & Agosti), 
(Biolife, 401605, with ALOA enrichment selective supplement 423501, Milano, 
Italiana ) incubated for 2 days at 37°C.
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2.2.2.2 Pour plates
• Escherichia coli, 1ml sample were poured on Chromocult TBX Agar (Merck, 
1.16122, Darmstadt, Germany) incubate for 3-4h at 37°C and then for 18-24h at 
44®C.
Diluents and media used with the spread technique were prepared following the 
manufacturer’s instructions, using deionized water and autoclaving or boiled at the 
appropriate temperature and time. All diluents and media were kept in the dark after 
preparation at room temperature for a few days, or at 3 °C for maximum storage 
periods as recommended by the manufacturers. Media used with the pour technique 
were prepared and autoclaved or boiled just before each sampling and put in a water 
bath for their temperature to be stabilized at 45 °C before being used.
2.2.3 Detection of the pathogens
Salmonella spp.: Samples (25g) of minced meat were aseptically weighed, added 
to Buffered Peptone Water (225ml), (Lab M, Lab 46, Bury, UK) and 
homogenized in a stomacher (Lab Blender 400, Seward Medical, London) for 60s 
at room temperature, incubated for 18h-24h at 37°C. 0,1ml sample was transferred 
in duplicates tubes with 10ml Rappaport Vassiliadis Soy Broth (Biolife, 401981, 
Milano, Italy) incubated for 24h at 41.5°C. 0.1ml were spread on XLD-Agar 
(Merck, 1.05287, Darmstadt, Germany) incubated for 24h at 37°C.
Escherichia colL: Samples (25 g) of minced meat were aseptically weighed, added 
to EC Medium (225ml), (Lab M, Lab 171, Bury, UK) and homogenized in a 
stomacher (Lab Blender 400, Seward Medical, London) for 60s at room 
temperature, incubated for 18h-24h at 41.5°C. 1ml samples were poured on 
Chi'omocult TBX Agar (Merck, 1.16122, Darmstadt, Geimany) incubated for 3-4h 
at 37°C and then for 18-24h at 44°C.
Listeria spp.; Samples (25g) of minced meat were aseptically weighed, added to 
Fraser -Listeria-Selective-Enrichment Broth (225ml), (Merck, 1.10398 with
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Ammoniumeisen(III)-citrat-supplement and Selective supplement 1.10399, 
Darmstadt, Germany) (l/2Fraser) and homogenized in a stomacher (Lab Blender 
400, Seward Medical, London) for 60s at room temperature incubate for 18h-24h 
at 30°C. 0.1ml were spread on Palcam agar plus Palcam-Listeria selective- 
Supplement incubated for 48h at 30°C. 0.1ml from l/2Fraser was transfered in 10 
ml Fraser (Ammoniumeisen(III)-citrat-supplement and two Selective supplement), 
(second emichment) for 48h at 37°C. 0.1ml were spread on Palcam and ALOA 
agar incubate for 48h at 30°C.
Diluents and media which are used for the enrichment methods were prepared 
following the manufacturer’s instructions, using deionized water and autoclaving or 
boiled at the appropriate temperature and time.
2.2.4 Confirmation methods
Except from Gram staining, catalase and oxidase test, the confirmation for Salmonella 
spp. was made with latex test Rapid culture confirmation test (Microgen bioproducts) 
and for Listeria monocytogenes with Haemolysis and motility test (Facinelly et. al., 
1998).
2.3 Methods specific to chapter 4
2.3.1 Sample preparation for spoilage experiments
Fresh (<12 hours after slaughter) ground meat (beef and pork), bought from Athens 
open market, butcher’s shop or provided by a Greek Meat Industry, was used for the 
study. Meat was transported to the laboratory within 1 h of purchase and held at 1°C 
for 1-2 h. Each batch was further divided into portions of lOOg, placed on each end of 
meat retail foam trays and overwrapped with air-permeable polyethylene plastic film. 
Packaged meat was stored under controlled isothermal conditions (0, 5, 10, 15 and 
20°C) or programmed changing temperature conditions in high-precision (±0.2°C) 
low-temperature incubators (model MIR 153; Sanyo Electric Co., Ora-Gun, Gunma, 
Japan) (Koutsoumanis et. al., 2006). Temperature of samples was monitored during 
the storage period using electronic temperature monitoring devices (Cox tracer, Cox
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Technologies, Belmont, NC, USA). Duplicate packages from each storage 
temperature were taken at appropriate time intervals to allow for efficient kinetic 
analysis of microbial growth and sensory characteristics. A limited number of samples 
were fi*eeze-stored to serve as controls during sensory evaluation of colour and odour.
2.3.2 Sensory analysis
Meat was examined by a trained sensory panel of 6  persons, who evaluate the colour 
and odour* of raw, and the taste and odour of cooked meat. Ground meat samples (100 
g) were cooked, individually wrapped steam tightly in aluminum foil, at 180° C for 20 
min. An adaptation of a simple three point scoring system (Koutsoumanis and Nychas 
2000; Taoukis et al., 1999) was used. Taste, color and odor was judged and recorded 
in appropriate forms with descriptive terms reflecting the organoleptic evolution of 
quality deterioration. Rating was assigned on a continuous 0 to 3 hedonic scale (0 
being the highest quality score and 2  the limit of acceptance).
2.3.3 Data analysis
The growth data of the different spoilage bacteria of ground meat were modelled as a 
function of time using the model of Baranyi and Roberts 1994 and the kinetic 
parameters (pmax and X) were estimated. For curve fitting the in-house program DMFit 
of IFR (Institute of Food Research, Norwich, UK) was used, kindly provided by Dr. J. 
Baranyi (Institute of Food Research, Norwich, UK). A combined Airhenius equation 
(described in detail in the Results and Discusion section) was used to model the effect 
of pH and storage temperature on the kinetic parameters using the Microsoft Excel 
progiam.
2.3.4 Temperature control
Temperature of samples was monitored during the storage period using electronic 
temperature monitoring devices (Cox tracer, Cox Technologies, Belmont, NC, USA).
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CHAPTER 3 SCREENING THE SPOILAGE AND PATHOGENIC FLORA OF 
MINCED MEAT (PORK AND BEEF) FROM ATHENS OPEN MARKET
3.1 Introduction
The nature of minced meat makes it an extremely microbiologically susceptible fresh 
product. The large surface area and conditions in its micro-environment, offer the 
potential for growth of bacteria that can cause spoilage or pathogenesis.
In general, the microflora of fresh carcasses usually consists, almost exclusively, of 
Gram-negative rods (mainly pseudomonads) and micrococci (mainly Micrococcus 
spp. and Staphylococcus spp.). In addition. Gram-negative bacteria such as 
Acinetobacter, Alcaligenes, Moraxella and enterobacteriaceae and Gram-positive 
species including lactic acid bacteria and Brochothrix thermosphacta as well as yeasts 
and moulds may be present in small numbers. However, conditions prevailing during 
storage, processing and handling are more important than the initial density of the 
various types of microorganisms present in determining the microbial association that 
dominates and spoils the product. In general, spoilage is caused by the selection of a 
small fraction of the total initial microflora that becomes dominant under the 
conditions of product handling and storage. For example, it has been demonstrated 
that cold storage and the gaseous composition in meat packs exert strong selectivity 
on the microflora. In meat stored at cold temperatures under aerobic conditions. 
Pseudomonas spp. are considered to be the main spoilage organisms, while Gram- 
positive bacteria are responsible for spoilage under vacuum packaging and other 
modified atmosphere packaging conditions. Yeasts and moulds rarely contribute to 
the spoilage of fresh meat, and, generally, only during extended storage and when the 
surface of the meat becomes dry, which limits bacterial growth and allows yeasts to 
dominate.
Meat processed under sanitary and hygienic conditions should generally be 
contaminated with low levels of pathogens compared to populations of the spoilage 
microflora. The most important pathogens associated with meat include salmonellae, 
verotoxigenic Escherichia coli, Listeria monocytogenes, Staphylococcus aureus, 
Clostridium perjringens, Campylobacter jejuni/coli, , Yersinia enterocolitica and
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Aeromonas hydrophiîa. Salmonella spp,, pathogenic E, coli and Campylobacter are of 
enteric origin and aie considered as the common food home pathogens in meat. In the 
case of L. monocytogenes, the plant environment represents the main source of 
contamination but it is considered as of more concern to human health as a post­
processing contaminant of ready-to-eat products. The prevalence and levels of 
pathogenic bacteria on meat carcasses and cuts depends on a number of factors 
including the origin of the animal, sanitation procedures and hygienic practices 
employed duiing handling and processing of the product, application of 
decontamination interventions, conditions of storage and minced meat preparation 
constitutes a major cross contamination point for consumers.
Salmonella spp.
Salmonella has long been recognized as the most important zoonotic pathogen of 
economic significance in animals and humans. Human salmonellosis is usually 
characterized by acute onset of fever, abdominal pain, nausea, and sometimes 
vomiting. Symptoms are usually mild and most infections aie self-limiting, lasting a 
few days. However, in some patients, the infection may be more serious and the 
associated dehydration can become life threatening. In these cases, as well as when 
Salmonella causes bloodstream infection, effective antimicrobials are essential for 
treatment. Salmonellosis has also been associated with long-term and sometimes 
chi'onic sequelae e.g. reactive arthritis. There are numerous foodbome sources of 
Salmonella including a wide range of domestic and wild animals and variety of 
foodstuffs (meat and meat products including sausages). Transmission often occurs 
when organisms are introduced in food preparation areas and are allowed to multiply 
in food e.g. due to inadequate storage temperatures, or because of inadequate cooking 
or cross contamination of cooked food. The organism may also be transmitted through 
direct contact with infected animals and faecally contaminated environments.
The Salmonella genus is comprised of two species; Salmonella enterica, which is 
divided into seven subspecies groups (I, II, Ilia, Illb, IV, VI and VII), and Salmonella 
bongori (Gai*cfa-Del Portillo, 2000). There are approximately 2600 serotypes of 
Salmonella, of which S. typhimurium and S. enteritidis are the most prevalent. These 
serovai's cause disease in humans, cattle, poultry, sheep, pigs, horses and wild rodents
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(Bâumler et al., 1998). The emergence of the multi-drug resistant strain, S. 
typhimurium DTI 04, has been the cause of widespread concern regarding the use of 
antimicrobial agents in agriculture (Gray and Fedorka-Cray, 2002). Raw meat, and 
especially poultry, is frequently contaminated with Salmonella, which originates from 
the intestinal tract or faecal material found on the hair, feathers, feet and skin of the 
animals. Processed meats and ground products reportedly have the highest prevalence 
of Salmonella (Gray and Fedorka-Cray, 2002).
Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli is the dominant Gram-negative facultative anaerobe in the 
gastrointestinal tract of humans and other warm-blooded animals and is generally 
considered harmless (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). Pathogenic strains of E. coli, however, 
also exist which can cause distinct syndromes of diarrhoea disease (Bacon and Sofos, 
2003).
Strains of the bacterium E. coli capable of producing certain cytotoxins aie reported 
as Verotoxigenic Escherichia coli (VTEC). Enterohemorrhagic E. coli, commonly 
referred to as EHEC, are a subset of the VTEC which harbour additional pathogenic 
factors. More than 150 different serotypes of VTEC have been associated with human 
illness, however the majority of reported outbreaks and sporadic cases of VTEC 
infections have been attributed to serotype 0157. There is a wide spectrum of 
symptoms associated with VTEC infections ranges from mild to bloody diarrhoea, 
often accompanied by severe abdominal cramps but usually without fever. VTEC 
infection can also result in haemolytic uraemic syndrome (HUS). HUS is 
characterized by acute renal failure, anaemia and lowered platelet counts. HUS 
develops in up to 10% of patients infected with VTEC 0157 and is the leading cause 
of acute renal failure in young children.
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Listeria monocytogenes
The genus Listeria comprises six species, but human cases are almost exclusively 
caused by the species Listeria monocytogenes. Listeria are ubiquitous organisms, 
which are widely distributed in the environment. Listeria monocytogenes is widely 
distributed in nature, including soil, decaying vegetation, animal and human feces, 
sewage, silage and water. It is a psychrotroph and can grow at temperatuies as low as 
-0.4°C and up to 45°C. Furthermore, it can grow at pH levels of 4.4 to 9.4, a^ levels 
of >0.92, and NaCl levels up to 10%.
In humans, infections most often affect the pregnant uterus, the central nervous 
system or the bloodstream. Symptoms vary; ranging from mild flu-like symptoms and 
diarrhoea to life threatening infections characterised by septicaemia and 
meningoencephalitis. In pregnant women, the infection spreads to the foetus, which 
will either be bom severely ill or die in the uterus resulting in abortion. Although 
human infections aie rare, it is considered to be of high mortality.
Listeriosis is an important disease in Europe due to high morbidity and mortality in 
vulnerable populations, although it remains a relatively raie disease in the EU. Meat 
and meat products (e.g. sausages) that are contaminated with more than 100 L. 
monocytogenes bacteria per gram, and that are to be consumed without fuither heat 
treatment aie considered to form a direct risk to human health. These food categories 
(ready to eat meat products) have been typically identified as risk products for 
contamination with Listeria and surveys by Member States in the European 
Community have been conducted to assess its presence. It is generally considered that 
concentrations of L. monocytogenes greater than 100 cfu/g are required to cause 
human disease in healthy populations, therefore qualitative results alone are not 
necessarily an indicator of risk. Comparison between data from different countries is 
also difficult due to differences in sample sizes and testing protocols.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
See chapter 2
3.3 Results and Discussion
The aims of present study were:
(i) to establish the levels of microbial contamination and record the main spoilage 
organisms, and
(ii) to accumulate information on the presence of important pathogenic bacteria.
In the present work 100 samples (50 pork and 50 beef) in total were studied. The 
samples were purchased from the central open market in Athens, and spoilage bacteria 
groups were enumerated e.g. Total Aerobic Flora, pseudomonads, Br. thermosphacta. 
Lactic Acid Bacteria, H2 S - producing bacteria and Enterobacteriaceae as well as the 
occuiTence of pathogenic E. coli, Listeria spp.. Salmonella spp. and E. co li.
3.3.1 Spoilage flora
The statistical analysis (minimum (min), maximum (max) and average (mean) is 
shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Generally the total microbial population of minced meat 
ranged between 4.6 until 8.5 log 10 cfu / g, independent of the type of market. Similar 
results have been reported elsewhere in the literature ( Law et al, 1971 ; Duitschaever 
et al, 1973 ; Al-Delaimy and Styles, 1975 ; Nychas et al., 1991). Pseudomonads, 
Brochothrix thermosphacta, lactic acid bacteria, H2S -  producers, 
Enterobacteriaceae and E, coli were the most importance microbial groups (Tables
3.1, 3.2). This in accordance with the data provided in the literatuie (Nychas, et al., 
1991).
As mentioned above a vast number of studies in meat microbiology established that 
spoilage is caused only by an ephemeral fraction of the initial microbial association 
(Nychas et al. 1998). This concept has contributed significantly to our understanding, 
in particular of the spoilage of meat foods. A consortium of bacteria, commonly 
dominated by Pseudomonas spp., is in most cases responsible for spoilage of meat 
stored aerobically at temperatures from -1 to 25°C (Stanbridge and Davies 1998). It is
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now well established that under aerobic storage three species of Pseudomonas, Ps. 
fi'agi, Ps. fluorescens and Ps. lundensis are the most important. The population of 
pseudomonads at a level of 1 0 '^^  has been associated with visible slime and off-odour 
formation. In the present study the initial population of pseudomonas was between 
3.3-8.47 logio cfii/g (Tables 3.1, 3.2). As shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 only 20% of 
the samples were less than 5.0 logio cfu/g. In other studies where the proportion of 
pseudomonas in the total flora of meat was determined, their initial population was 
between 35-51% (Reinheimer et al., 1998; Nortze et al., 1990) and at the moment of 
spoilage was between 70-80% (Amaut and Rollier, 1999).
Table 3,1; Minimum (min), maximum (max) and average (mean), of microbiological 
flora of ground pork from Athens open market.
Microorganisms Samples Min Max 
log cfu/g
Mean
TVC 50 4.60 8.49 6.74
Pseudomonads 50 3.30 8.47 6.33
Br. thermosphacta 50 3.47 7.60 5.82
Lactic acid bacteria 50 2.60 6.74 4.81
Shewanella putrefaciens 50 1 . 0 0 6.48 4.08
Enterobacteriaceae 50 1.70 6.48 4.03
Kcoli 50 < 1 4.48 1 .2 1
Salmonella spp. 50 < 2 < 2 < 2
Listeria spp. 50 < 2 2 . 0 0 < 2
pH 50 5.49 6.42 5.92
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Table 3.2: Minimum (min), maximum (max) and average (mean), of microbiological 
flora of ground beef from Athens open market.
Microorganisms Samples Min Max 
log cfu/g
Mean
TVC 50 4.95 8.40 6.69
Pseudomonads 50 3.48 8 . 2 0 6 . 2 2
Br. thermosphacta 50 3.00 7.70 5.79
Lactic acid bacteria 50 3.15 6.42 4.82
Shewanella putrefaciens 50 2.08 6.48 3.72
Enterobacteriaceae 50 1.30 6.35 3.89
E.coli 50 < 1 4.58 1,27
Salmonella spp. 50 < 2 < 2 < 2
Listeria spp. 50 < 2 2 . 0 0 < 2
pH 50 5.40 6.38 5.78
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Figure 3.1; Variation of Pseudomonas of ground pork from Athens open market.
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Figure 3 .2; Variation of Pseudomonas of ground beef from Athens open market.
Cold - tolerant Enterobacteriaceae (e.g. Hqfhia alvei, Serratia Uquefaciens, Pantoea 
agglomerans) also occur on chilled meat stored aerobically (Nychas et al. 1998) but in 
terms of numbers they are not important contributors to the microbial associations. 
Although rarely, if ever, contributing significantly to the spoilage flora on meat and 
meat products, Enterobacteriaceae have been considered as indicators of food safety. 
With ground beef, Pantoea agglomerans, Escherichia coli, and Serratia Uquefaciens 
were the major representatives of this family. The level of Enterobacteriaceae in meat 
produced under hygienic conditions is low (Zeitoun et al., 1994). In this study the 
levels of Enterobacteriaceae were 1.30-6.48 log lo cfu/g (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) and the 
variation of population is shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Finally, it was shown that a 
remarkable portion of microorganisms in meat were the HiS-producing bacteria, their 
population was between 1.00-6.48 log lo cfu/g (Tables 3.1, 3.2). The variation of H2S- 
producing bacteria is shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3. 3: Variation of Enterobacteriaceae of ground pork from Athens open 
market.
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Figure 3. 4: Variation of Enterobacteriaceae of ground beef from Athens open 
market.
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Figure 3 .5; Variation of Sk putrefaciens of ground pork from Athens open market.
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Figure 3. 6 : Variation of Sh. putrefaciens of ground beef from Athens open market.
Brochothrix thermosphacta and lactic acid bacteria have been detected in the aerobic 
spoilage flora of chilled meat but they are not considered to be important in spoilage 
except possibly for lamb (Holzapfel 1998). These organisms have been isolated from 
beef carcasses during boning, dressing and chilling. Moreover lairage slurry, cattle 
hair, rumen contents, soil from the walls of slaughter houses, the hands of workers, air
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in the chill room, neck and skin of the animal as well as the cut muscle surfaces have 
been shown to be contaminated with these organisms. In the present study, the 
population of Brochothrix thermosphacta and lactic acid bacteria were between 3.0- 
7.70 and 2.60-6.74 logio cfu/g respectively (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). In Figures 3.7, 3.8 
and 3.9, 3.10 the variation of Brochothrix thermosphacta and Lactic acid bacteria 
respectively are shown.
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Figure 3.7; Variation of Br. thermosphacta of ground pork from Athens open market.
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Figure 3. 8 : Variation of Br. thermosphacta of ground beef from Athens open 
market.
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Figure 3. 9: Variation of Lactic Acid Bacteria of giound pork from Athens open 
market.
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Figure 3. 10: Variation of Lactic Acid Bacteria of ground beef from Athens open 
market.
3.3.2 Pathogenic flora
In Table 3.3 the occurrence of pathogenic bacteria is shown. It was evident that in 
only 4 and 6 % of the samples (pork and beef respectively) Salmonella spp. were 
present, in contrast to the 44% of samples which were positive for Listeria spp. From 
the 44 samples in which Listeria spp were detected, in 42 the population was below 
10 cfu / g, while in 2 samples it was from 10-100 cfu / g. Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 
Furthermore, only 2 from the 44 samples were confirmed the presence of Listeria 
monocytogenes.
The presence of E. coli, oscillated from < 1 to 4.58 log lo cfii / g and its presence 
was confirmed in the 74% of samples. Table 3.3. As shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 
the population in positive samples oscillated from 1 0 - 1 0   ^ cfu/g.
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Table 3. 3: Prevalence of Listeria, Salmonella and Escherichia coli in ground pork 
and beef from Athens open market.
G round pork
Pathogen Samples tested Positive Percent
Salmonella spp. 50 2 4
Listeria spp. 50 2 2 44
Generic E. coli 50 37 74
Ground beef
Pathogen Samples tested Positive Percent
Salmonella spp. 50 3 6
Listeria spp. 50 2 2 44
Generic E. coli 50 37 74
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Figure 3.11: Concentration of Listeria spp. in ground pork from Athens open market.
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Figure 3.12: Concentration of Listeria spp. in ground beef from Athens open market.
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Figure 3.13: Concentration of E. coli in ground pork from Athens open market.
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Figure 3.14: Concentration of E, coli in ground beef from Athens open market.
3.4 Conclusions
Minced meat is a food commodity that can support the growth of a variety of 
microorganisms. In the surveyed samples the total microbial load was quit high 
making thus minced meat a high perishable product. The main spoilage flora 
enumerated consisted of Pseumonads, Br. thermosphacta, Enterobacteriaceae, Lactic 
acid bacteria and Sh. putrefaciens. The presence of pathogens was also detected in the 
majority of samples with E. coli presenting the highest frequency of isolation 
followed by Listeria spp. and Salmonella spp.
The high population densities and variability observed among the samples make 
minced meat a high susceptible product for which shelf life determination is very 
important.
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CHAPTER 4 DEVELOPMENT OF A MICROBIAL MODEL FOR THE 
COMBINED EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND pH ON SPOILAGE OF 
GROUND MEAT AND VALIDATION OF THE MODEL UNDER DYNAMIC 
TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS
4.1 Introduction
Fresh meat is a highly perishable food product and unless appropriate actions are 
taken relating to packaging, transport and storage, it can spoil in relatively short time. 
Factors affecting meat spoilage include intrinsic (e.g. pH, aw, composition, type and 
extent of initial contamination) and extrinsic parameters (e.g. temperature, packaging 
atmosphere). Among them, temperature is considered as the most important. 
Although most countries have established regulations with maximum temperature 
limits for refrigeration storage, in practice these are often violated. Survey studies 
have shown that temperature conditions above 10 °C are not unusual during 
transportation, retail storage and consumer handling (Giannakourou et al., 2001; Gill, 
et al., 2002). Such temperature abuses during any stage of the chill chain may result in 
an unexpected loss of quality and a significant decrease of meat shelf life.
Challenge tests are the main current method used by the meat industry and academia 
to evaluate a product’s shelf life. The disadvantages of this approach are well known 
(McMeekin and Ross, 1996). Estimation of shelf life based on this method is valid 
only for the conditions tested while any changes to these conditions requires the 
repetition of the test. Furthermore, no information is provided on the magnitude of 
influence of the controlling factors on microbial growth and product shelf life.
An alternative to traditional methods in estimating shelf life of foods is to use the 
concept of predictive microbiology. Predictive or quantitative microbiology 
(McMeekin et al., 1997) involves knowledge of microbial growth responses to 
environmental factors expressed in quantitative terms by mathematical equations 
(models), Data and models can be stored in databases and used to interpret the effect 
of processing, distribution and storage conditions on microbial growth (McMeekin et 
al., 1997). This approach provides precision in estimating the shelf life of foods. In
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addition, the combination of data on the temperature histoiy of the product and 
mathematical models may lead to “intelligent” product management systems for the 
optimization of food quality and safety at the time of consumption (Giannakourou et 
al., 2001; Koutsoumanis et al., 2002; Koutsoumanis et al., 2003).
Over the last decade a significant number of mathematical models for the growth of 
various spoilage bacteria such as Photobacterium phosphoreum pseudomonads , 
Shewanella putrefaciens and Brochothrix thermosphacta have been published 
(Dalgaard and Gram, 2002; McClure, et al., 1993). Despite this progress however, 
spoilage models remain a research tool rather than an effective industrial application 
(McDonald and Sun 1999). The reasons for this include:
- The developed models were based on observations in a well-controlled laboratory 
environment using microbiological media. Predictions based on such models are 
not necessarily valid in complex food environments such as meat since they 
exclude significant factors for microbial growth such as structure of food (Pin et 
al,, 1999; Robins and Wilson, 1994; Wilson et al., 2002) and interaction between 
microorganisms (Gram and Melchiorsen 1996; Pin and Baranyi 1998). As a result, 
validation of the models in food products often shows low accuracy, which limit 
industry confidence.
- The majority of models have focused on the effect of the envhonmental factors on 
maximum specific growth rate without taking into account the lag phase. It has 
been shown however, that the lag phase duration of the SSO can be a significant 
part of the total shelf life of foods (Koutsoumanis et al., 2000). Ignoring lag phase 
may lead to underestimated shelf life predictions with significant economic losses 
for the food industiy.
- Most models aie developed and validated under static temperature conditions. In 
practice however, temperature fluctuations are often during storage and 
distribution of foods. Thus, validation at changing temperatures is of great 
importance for evaluating the performance of the model in predicting shelf life 
under real chill chain conditions, and finally but not least
- Finally, but not least important, is the luck of informaiion required for the 
application of models for predicting the shelf life of specific food products (e.g. 
the identification of specific spoilage organisms (SSO) their spoilage domain and 
the spoilage level)( Koutsoumanis and Nychas 2000; Dalgaard and Gram 2002).
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Thus the objective of the present study was to develop a microbial spoilage model 
targeted to ground meat. The model was developed using data from natural 
contaminated products in order to “include” effects of structure and microbial 
interactions. Shelf life predictions were based on mathematical models for both pmax 
and X of pseudomonads which were found to be a good spoilage index for aerobically 
stored ground meat. The model was further validated under dynamic temperature 
conditions using four different changing temperatuie profiles. The results showed that 
the developed model can satisfactorily predict microbial growth and shelf life of 
ground meat at conditions simulating meat chill chain.
4.2 Materials and Methods
See chapter 2
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Development of the model
The experimental data for growth of the different measmed constituents of ground 
meat (beef and pork), natural microflora at different storage temperatures are shown 
in Figures 4.1 - 4.14. Pseudomonads were the dominant organisms at all temperatures 
tested followed by Br. thermosphacta, lactic acid bacteria and Enterobacteriaceae.
The above microbial profile has been also reported from other studies on aerobic 
stored chilled meat (Gill and Newton 1977; Lambropoulou et. al., 1996; Nychas et. 
al., 1998; Skandamis and Nychas 2005). At all temperatures, growth of 
pseudomonads followed closely the decrease of sensory quality. The changes of 
sensory score with time followed a square root pattern and thus the square root of the 
score value was fitted to a linear equation (Fig. 4.15,4.16).
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Figure 4. 1: Development of spoilage microflora of ground beef from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 0 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), Pseudomonads 
(■), Br. thermosphacta (A ), Lactic acid bacteria (X), Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4, 2: Development of spoilage microflora of ground beef from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 5 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), Pseudomonads 
(■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), Enterobacteriaceae (* )).
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Figure 4. 3: Development of spoilage microflora of ground beef from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 10 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4. 4; Development of spoilage microflora of ground beef from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 15 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4. 5: Development of spoilage microflora of ground beef from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 20 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4. 6 ; Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork fr om Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 0 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), Pseudomonads 
(■ ), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (%), Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4. 7: Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 5 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), Pseudomonads 
(■), Br, thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), Enterobacteriaceae (* )).
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Figure 4. 8 : Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 10 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (♦)).
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Figure 4. 9: Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 15 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4.10; Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork from Athens open 
market during aerobic storage at 20 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (♦)).
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Figure 4. 11; Development of spoilage microflora of giound pork from Greek 
industry during aerobic storage at 0 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (♦)).
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Figure 4. 12: Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork from Greek 
industry during aerobic storage at 5 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (♦)).
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Figure 4. 13: Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork from Greek 
industry during aerobic storage at 10 °C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4. 14: Development of spoilage microflora of ground pork from Greek 
industry during aerobic storage at 15 ®C. (Total aerobic populations (♦ ), 
Pseudomonads (■), Br. thermosphacta (A), Lactic acid bacteria (X), 
Enterobacteriaceae (*)).
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Figure 4. 15; Sensory scores of ground pork from Athens open market, samples 
during storage at 0 ,5 ,10 ,15 ,20  °C.
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Figure 4. 16: Sensory scores of ground pork samples from Greek industry during 
aerobic storage at 0, 5,10 and 15 °C.
The shelf life was estimated as the time at which score reached the value 2, which was 
the rejection score of the method. The population level of the different members of 
the microbial association of meat at the end of shelf life was estimated using the 
primary growth model and setting time equal to shelf life.In Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3
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representative values for shelf life stored at different storage temperatuie and levels of 
the different spoilage bacteria at the time of organoleptic rejection are shown. End of 
shelf life coincided with an average level of 1 0  ^of pseudomonads for the tested range 
of temperatures. Other studies have reported that spoilage of aerobic stored chilled 
meat cuts occurs when pseudomonads reach 10  ^ to 10® cfu/cm^ or /g (Gill and 
Newton 1977). The increased spoilage level of pseudomonads 10  ^cfu/cm^ in ground 
meat compared to meat cuts could be attributed to the higher surface area/weight ratio 
of the former.
As it is shown in Tables 4.4 the pH of meat increased during storage time at all tested 
temperatures.
Table 4. 1; Representative values for shelf life (hours) of ground beef stored at 
different storage temperature and levels of the different spoilage bacteria at the time 
of organoleptic rejection (CFG: pseudomonads, STAA: Brochothrix thermosphacta, 
MRS: Lactic acid bacteria, VRBG: Enterobacteriaceae).
T Shelf life CFG STAA MRS VRBG
C Q (hours) (Logio cfu/g) (Logio cfu/g) (Logio cfu/g) (Logic cfu/g)
0 240.2^+3.5*’ 8.67±0.7 7.54+0.4 6.03+0.2 4.8+0.6
5 192.3+5.6 1 0 .1±0 . 2 8.6+0.3 7.72+0.4 8.55+0.4
1 0 48.4+5.6 7.66±0.4 6.35+0.6 7.05+0.2 6.48+0.2
15 43.1+3.6 8.25±0.5 6.49+0.5 7.34+0.4 7.64+0.3
2 0 42.2+4.3 8.9+0.4 7.59+0.3 7.61+0.5 7.31+0.2
^Mean
 ^Standard deviation
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Table 4, 2: Representative values for shelf life (hours) of ground pork stored at 
different storage temperature and levels of the different spoilage bacteria at the time 
of organoleptic rejection (CFG: pseudomonads, STAA: Brochothrix thermosphacta, 
MRS: Lactic acid bacteria, VRBG: Enterobacteriaceae).
T Shelf life CFC STAA MRS VRBG
CC) (hours) (Logio cfu/g) (Logio cfu/g) (Logio cfu/g) (Logio cfu/g)
0 267.2“± 5 .f 9.2+0.2 8.4+0.2 4.9+0.1 5.1+0.1
5 146.7+9.7 9.1+0.3 8 .2 +0 . 1 5.5+0.1 6.4+0.2
1 0 79.4+3.4 8.8+0.3 8 .0 +0 . 2 6.0+0.4 7.0+0.3
15 53.7+6.0 9.0+0.2 8 .1 +0 . 1 7.1+0.3 8.0+0.4
2 0 45.5+5.0 9.2+0.3 8 .2 +0 .1 7.2+0.4 8 .1+0.3
“Mean
 ^Standard deviation
Table 4 .3 ; Representative values for shelf life (hours) of ground pork Greek industry 
during aerobic storage at at 0, 5,10 and 15 °G estimated by sensory analysis and level 
of spoilage bacteria at the time of organolaptical rejection (GFG: pseudomonads, 
STAA: Brochothrix thermosphacta, MRS: Lactic acid bacteria, VRBG:
Enterobacteriaceae).
Temp. Self-life CFC STAA MRS VRBG
“C (h) (LogCFU/g) (LogCFU/g) (Log CFU/g) (Log CFU/g)
0 267“+4.l” 9.2+0.3 8.4+0.1 4.9+0.1 5.1+0.1
5 147+6.7 9.1+0.4 8 .2 +0 . 2 5.5+0.2 6.4+0.2
1 0 80+2.1 8.8+0.4 8.0+0.3 6.0+0.3 7.0+0.2
15 55+5.1 9.0+0.3 8 .1 +0 . 1 7.2+0.2 8.0+0.3
“Mean
 ^Standard deviation
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Table 4.4; Changes in the pH of dining aerobic storage.
G round Beef
0®C 5®C 10®C 15®C 20°C
pHinitial 5.60 5.60 5.20 5.20 5.96
pHfinal 7.20 7.60 6.00 5.55 6.90
G round Pork
0°C 5®C 10®C 15®C 20°C
pHinitial 5.45 5.45 5.30 5.30 5.80
pHfinal 7.20 7.45 6.10 6.70 7.45
Ground Pork from Greek industry
0°C 5®C 10°C 15°C -
pHinitial 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 _
pHfinal 6.55 7.43 6.83 7.08 -
The growth data of spoilage bacteria from four individual replicated experiments with 
giound beef and pork from the open market stored at different isothermal conditions 
(0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 °C) and ground pork from Greek industry stored at (0, 5, 10, and 
15 °C) were modelled as a fimction of time using the Baranyi model and the kinetic 
parameters (pmax, Lag phase and Nmax) were estimated. The results showed that the 
storage temperature did not affect the maximum concenti'ation (Nmax) which was 
found to be constant for pseudomonads with average values of 9.6, 9.6, 9.8 logio cfu/g 
for beef from open market, pork from Greek industry and pork from open market 
respectively. This is in agreement with results reported for the growth of spoilage 
bacteria on other food products (Koutsoumanis and Nychas 2000). Further, the kinetic 
parameters of the spoilage bacteria were modeled as a function of storage temperature 
using the Arrhenius equation (equation 1):
P-max P-ref R
1 1
\T  Tj.gf J (Eq. 1)
where T is the absolute temperature, pref is the growth rate at a reference temperature 
Tref, Ea is the activation energy and R the universal gas constant.
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Figures 4.17,4.18,4.19 show the effect of temperature on pmaxin Arrhenius plots. The 
estimated values and statistics of the Arrhenius model parameters for the different 
spoilage bacteria are shown in Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7. The activation energies for the 
growth of pseudomonads, Br, thermosphacta^ lactic acid bacteria and 
Enterobacteriaceae in ground beef were 70.1, 67.9, 96.3 and 96.7 kJ/mol 
respectively. Similar activation energies were found for ground pork. These values are 
in agreement with the results of other studies on the effect of temperature on the 
growth of these bacteria on other foods or laboratory media (Koutsoumanis, and 
Nychas. 2000; Koutsoumanis, et. al., 2000; Wilcox, et. al, 1993). The correlation 
coefficient of the regression for the Arrhenius model (Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7) showed 
that the latter described satisfactorily the temperature dependence of the spoilage 
bacteria.
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Figure 4. 17: Arrhenius plots for the effect of temperature on the maximum growth 
rate of spoilage microflora on ground beef from Athens open market.
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Figure 4. 18: Arrhenius plots for the effect of temperature on the maximum growth 
rate of spoilage microflora on ground pork from Athens open market.
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Figure 4. 19: Arrhenius plots for the effect of temperature on the maximum growth 
rate of spoilage microflora on ground pork from Greek industry during aerobic 
storage at at 0, 5,10 and 15 °C.
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Table 4. 5: Parameters and statistics of the Arrhenius plots for the different groups of 
spoilage bacteria of giound beef from Athens open market.
U =Uref X exp(-EA/R*(l/Trerl/T))
Pseudomonads
EA(kj/mol) 70.1
Pref 0.0480.986
Br, thermosphacta
EA(kj/mol) 67.9
Pref 0.039r^ 0.955
L. acid bacteria
EA(kj/mol) 96.3
Pref 0 . 0 20.982
Enterobacteriaceae
EA(kj/mol) 96.7
Pref 0 .0 2 10.999
Table 4. 6 : Parameters and statistics of the Arrhenius plots for the different groups of 
spoilage bacteria of ground pork from Athens open market.
p =Pref X exp(-EA/R*(l/Trerl/T))
Pseudomonads
EA(kj/mol) 69.1
Pref 0.0560.990
Br. thermosphacta
EA(kj/mol) 67.6
Pref 0.044r^ 0.981
L. acid bacteria
EA(kj/mol) 98.2
Pref 0 .0 2 1r^ 0.981
EnterobacteriaceaeEA(kj/mol) 96.0
Pref 0.025r^ 0.954
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Table 4. 7: Parameters and statistics of the Arrhenius plots for the different groups of 
spoilage bacteria of ground pork from Greek industry dming aerobic storage at at 0, 5, 
10 and 15 °C.
P =Pref X exp(-EA/R*(l/Trerl/T))
Pseudomonads
EA(kj/moi) 73.1
0.061
r 0.992
Br. tliermosphacta
EA(kj/moI) 75.2
Pref 0.052r 0.997
L. acid bacteria
EA(kj/mol) 109.8
Pref 0.016r" 0.993
Enterobacteriaceae
EA(kj/mol) 109.9
Pref 0.027r^ 0.987
4.3.2 Extension of the model
The results from the studies in the different products of ground meat showed that the 
type of meat affected growth of all spoilage bacteria (pseudomonads, Br. thermosphacta, 
Enterobacteriaceae) except lactic acid bacteria (Figures 4.20-4.23). For example pref of 
pseudomonads in ground pork from Greek industry, ground beef from the open 
market and ground beef varied from 0.048 to 0.061 h'  ^(Table 4.8).
Table 4. 8 : Paiameters and statistics of the Arrhenius plots for pseudomonads on 
giound meat products with different pH. (ground pork from Greek industry Farm: 
pH=6.02-6.13, ground pork from Athens open market: pH=5.60-5.72, ground beef 
from Athens open market: pH=5.32-5.58).
Pseudomonads
pH Ea
(kj/mol) Pref
Ground pork from Greek industry Farm 6.02-6.13 73.1 0.061
Ground pork from Open Market 5.6-5.72 69.1 0.056
Ground beef from Open Market 5.32-5.58 70.5 0.048
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Figure 4. 20; Arrhenius plots for the effect of temperature on the maximum growth 
rate of pseudomonads on ground meat products with different pH. (□ ground pork 
ffom Greek industry: pH=6.02-6.13, o ground pork from Athens open market: 
pH-5.60-5.72, A ground beef from Athens open market: pH=5.32-5.58).
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Figure 4. 21: Arrhenius plots for the effect of temperatur e on the maximum growth 
rate of B. thermosphacta on ground meat products with different pH. (□ ground pork 
from Greek industry: pH=6.02-6.13, o ground pork from Athens open market: 
pH=5.60-5.72, A ground beef from Athens open market: pH=5.32-5.58).
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Figure 4. 22: Arrhenius plots for the effect of temperature on the maximum growth 
rate of lactic acid bacteria on ground meat products with different pH. (□ ground pork 
from Greek industry: pH=6.02-6.I3, o ground pork from Athens open market: 
pH=5.60-5.72, A ground beef from Athens open market: pH=5.32-5.58).
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Figure 4. 23: Arrhenius plots for the effect of temperatuie on the maximum growth 
rate of Enterohacteriaceae on ground meat products with different pH. (□ ground 
pork from Greek industry: pH=6.02-6.13, o ground pork from Athens open market: 
pH=5.60-5.72, A ground beef from Athens open market: pH=5.32-5.58).
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The above difference in pref can be attributed to differences in the pH of meat. The pH 
ranges of ground pork from Greek industry, ground pork from open market and 
ground beef were 6.02-6.13, 5.60-5.72 and 5.32-5.58, respectively. The pH of meat 
products can vary significantly depending on season, animal treatment before 
slaughter, feeding, fat content etc. In order to examine pH variation of ground meat, a 
survey on ground pork and beef from Athens central market was conducted. The 
results of the survey showed the pH of ground meat can vary from 5.49 to 6.30 and
5.3 to 6.0 for pork and beef respectively (Figures 4.24 and 4.25).
These results ai*e in agreement with the study of Blixt and Borch, (2002) who reported 
significant differences in pseudomonads growth on meat with pH 5.35 compared to 
growth on meat with pH 5.7. However, other studies performed in laboratory media 
showed pseudomonads growth to be unaffected by pH in the range of 5.3-7.8 
(McMeekin and Ross 1996). The above disagreement could be attributed to the fact 
that in meat, small differences in pH can be translated to significant differences in 
lactate concentration (Blixt and Borch 2002; Lowe et al. 2004) and thus affect growth 
of pseudomonads which are sensitive to lactic acid (Nacai and Siebeit 2004). Indeed, 
Blixt and Borch, (2002) reported lactate concentrations of 599 and 946 mg/lOOg for 
meat samples with pH 5.7 and 5.35 respectively. As a consequence, the modified 
Anhenius model for the combined effect of pH and temperature described better 
growth of pseudomonads, B. thermosphacta and Enterohacteriaceae than the 
Arrhenius model for the single effect of temperature. In contrast to the above bacterial 
groups, meat pH did not affect growth kinetics of lactic acid bacteria. This could be 
explained by the higher acid tolerance of lactic acid bacteria compared to the rest 
spoilage bacteria (Blixt and Borch 2002; Koutsoumanis et al, 2004).
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Figure 4.24; pH variation of ground beef from Athens open market
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Figure 4.25; pH variation of ground pork from Athens open market
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The significant effect of pH on the growth kinetics of the meat spoilage bacteria and 
the high variation of meat pH led to the decision to include pH as a factor in the 
spoilage model using a modified Arrhenius model for the effect of temperatuie and 
pH: (equation 2):
-pH)]exp EaR yT (Eq.2)
where T is the absolute temperature, pref is the gi'owth rate at a reference temperature 
Tref= 273 °K and at pHref= 5.7, Ea is the activation energy and R the universal gas 
constant and dpH parameter expressing the effect of pH on the maximum specific 
growth rate.
The modification of the Arrhenius model was based on the observation that pH did 
not affect the temperature dependence (Ea) of the kinetic parameters. Similar results 
have been reported for the effect of temperatme and CO2 on the growth of spoilage 
bacteria on fresh fish (Koutsoumanis et. al. 2000) where the authors used a similar 
modification of the Arrhenius model to describe the combined effect of these 
environmental factors. The parameters and statistics of the modified Arrhenius models 
for the different meat spoilage bacteria are shown in Table 4.9.
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Table 4. 9: Parameters and statistics of the Arrhenius model (equation 1) for the 
combined effect of temperature and pH on the maximum specific growth rate (pmax) 
of the different spoilage bacteria grown in ground meat
Estimated value Lower 95% CL Upper 95% CL
Parameter
PrpfCh-')
Ea (kJ/mol)
4
0.056
69.3
0.451
pseudomonads
0.053
65.5
0.590
0.060
73.1
0.312
0.983
Pref(h‘^ ) 0.045
B. thermosphacta 
0.041 0.049
EAu (kJ/mol) 69.5 64.3 74.7 0.968
dp 0.583 0.775 0.392
Pref (h ) 0 . 0 2 0
lactic acid bacteria 
0.017 0 . 0 2 2
Eap (kJ/mol) 99.6 92.6 106.6 0.970
dp * $ *
Pref(h‘^ ) 0.026
Enterobacteriaceae
0.023 0.030
Eap (kJ/mol) 95.8 87.7 103.9 0.960
dp 0.535 0.833 0.238
*paiameter not significant (P>0.05)
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4.3.3 Validation of the Models
The models developed from the studies at isothennal conditions were validated at 
dynamic temperature conditions. Four different temperature scenarios were tested: 
T1 : 24 h at 0°C-24 h at lO^ C^, T2: 12 h at 0°C-6 h at lO '^C-ô h at 15°C, T3: 6  h at 0°C-6 
h at 10°C-6 h at 20°C, T4: 18 h at 5°C-6 h at 20°C. Ground pork was stored at the 
above temperature scenarios and growths of the spoilage bacteria as well as sensory 
changes during storage were monitored.
For growth predictions the numerical solution of the model of Baianyi and Roberts
(1994) was used based on the procedme used by Baranyi et al. (1995). As in the case 
of the latter study, it was assumed that during exponential growth in a dynamic 
temperature environment, the specific growth rate defined by temperature is adopted 
instantaneously. In addition, it was assumed (based on the results of the present study) 
that the parameter ho (=Pmax x 1) is temperatuie independent. The maximum 
population density (ymax) was assumed to be constant, therefore being taken as the 
average of the values estimated for each bacterial group fi-om primaiy fitting at 
isothermal conditions. For the initial population paiameter (yo) the initial bacteria 
level of meat estimated with plate count was used. The parameter pmax was taken 
from the developed secondary model (equation 2) based on the initial pH of the meat 
and the “momentary” temperature conditions (temperature within a very short time 
interval “dt” was assumed to be constant). For pseudomonads and B. thermosphacta 
the parameter ho was calculated from the relation between meat pH and ln(pmax x X) 
shown in Figure 26a and b, based on the initial value of meat pH. In the cases of lactic 
acid bacteria and Enterobacteriaceae where the initial pH of meat did not affect the 
parameter ho, the latter was set equal to the average value of the product pmax x X) 
estimated from the tested meat samples.
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Figure 4. 26: Effect of initial pH of meat on the natural logarithm of the pmax x X 
product of the ifference spoilage bacteria (a, pseudomonads; b, Brochothrix 
thermosphacta^ c: Lactic acid bacteria; d: Enterobacteriaceae) Points represent 
obsei*ved values. Solid lines show the linear regression line.
The observed growth of the different spoilage bacteria was compared with growth 
predicted by the model developed. As shown in Figures 4.27-4.42 the model predicted 
satisfactorily growth of all spoilage organisms. Better predictions were observed for 
milder temperature shifts (XI : 24 h at 0°C-24 h at 10°C, T2: 12 h at 0°C-6 h at 10°C-6 
h at 15°C),(Figure 4.27, 4.28, 4.31, 4.32, 4.35, 4.36, 4.39, 4.40). For temperature 
shifts fiom 20 to 0 °C (T3: 6  h at O‘^ C- 6  h at 10°C-6 h at 20T , T4: 18 h at 5T -6  h at 
20°C), (Figuie 4.29, 4.30, 4.33, 4,34, 4.37, 4.38, 4.41, 4.42) a slight over-prediction 
by model was observed especially during the late phase of growth. This over­
prediction was most pronounced in the case Enterobacteriaceace.. The predicted shelf 
life (e.g time required for pseudomonads to grow from their initial level No to the 
spoilage level Ns=1 0  ^cfu/g) was compared to the observed shelf life estimated by the 
sensory analysis.
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Figure 4. 27; Observed growth of pseudomonads in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (Tl) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4. 28: Observed growth of pseudomonads in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (T2) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4. 29: Observed growth of pseudomonads in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (T3) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4. 30; Observed growth of pseudomonads in giound pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (T4) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4.31: Observed growth of B. thermosphacta in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (Tl) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4.32: Observed growth of 5. thermosphacta in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (T2) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4.33: Observed growth of B. thermosphacta in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (T3) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4.34; Observed growth of B. thermosphacta in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (T4) and growth predicted by the ground meat model.
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Figure 4. 35; Observed growth of lactic acid bacteria in ground pork stored at 
dynamic temperature conditions (Tl) and growth predicted by the ground meat 
model.
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Figure 4. 36: Observed growth of lactic acid bacteria in ground pork stored at 
dynamic temperature conditions (T2) and growth predicted by the ground meat 
model.
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Figure 4. 37: Observed growth of lactic acid bacteria in giound pork stored at 
dynamic temperature conditions (T3) and growth predicted by the ground meat 
model.
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Figure 4. 38: Observed growth of lactic acid bacteria in ground pork stored at 
dynamic temperature conditions (T4) and growth predicted by the ground meat 
model.
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Figure 4. 39; Observed growth of Enterobacteriaceae in ground pork stored at 
dynamic temperature conditions (Tl) and gi’owth predicted by the ground meat 
model.
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Figure 4. 40: Observed growth of Enterobacteriaceae in ground pork stored at 
dynamic temperature conditions (T2) and gi'owth predicted by the ground meat 
model.
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Figure 4. 41; Observed growth of Enterobacteriaceae in ground pork stored at 
dynamic temperature conditions (T3) and growth predicted by the ground meat 
model.
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Figure 4. 42; Observed growth o f  Enterobacteriaceae in ground pork stored at
dynamic temperature conditions (T4) and giowth predicted by the ground meat
model.
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The performance of the developed models in dynamic temperature conditions was 
also evaluated using the percent relative errors (Delignette- Muller et al. 1995):
“/.Relative Error (RE)= N. %100 (3)observed
The %RE of prediction at the four temperature scenarios tested are shown in Figure 
4.43. For pseudomonads, 93.3% of predictions were within the -10% to 10% RE zone 
while none was outside the -20% to 20% RE zone. For B. thermosphacta and lactic 
acid bacteria prediction within the -10% to 10% RE zone were 90.1% and 88.1%, 
respectively. For Enterobacteriaceace 77.8% of predictions were within the -20% to 
20% RE zone and the rest were within the -50% to 50% RE zone.
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Figure 4. 43; %RE values for comparison between observed and predicted growth of 
spoilage bacteria (a: pseudomonads, b: Brochothrix thermosphacta, c: Lactic acid 
bacteria, d: Enterobacteriaceae) on ground pork (pH: 6.10) stored at changing 
temperature.
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The predicted shelf life (e.g time required for pseudomonads to growth from their 
initial level No to the spoilage level Ng=1 0  ^ cfu/g) by the expanded model was 
compared to the observed shelf life estimated by the sensory analysis. In Table 4.10 a 
comparison between models predictions and shelf life estimated by sensory analysis is 
shown for the different tested scenarios. Overall, the expanded model predicted more 
satisfactory the shelf life than the models for the single effect of temperature with a 
mean percent difference between predicted and observed values of 13.1%.
Table 4,10: Observed shelf life (hours)of ground pork stored at dynamic temperature 
conditions and predicted shelf life based on pseudomonads growth derived from the 
Arrhenius models for the effect of temperature (eq.l) and the effect of temperature 
and pH (eq. 2).
Temperature
profile
SL observed 
(sensory analysis)
SL pred. 
Temp, model
Difference
%
SL
pred.
T-pH
model
Difference
%
Tl 85.3 76.5 10.3 85.5 -0 . 2
T2 98.0 62.8 35.9 6 6 . 8 31.8
T3 6 8 . 8 50.5 26.6 53.6 2 2 . 1
T4 71.5 67.7 5.3 70.5 1.4
4.3.4 Comparison with other models
In addition, the prediction of the models developed under dynamic temperatures 
conditions were compared with the prediction of some existing models for the growth 
of spoilage bacteria found in the literature (Pin and Baranyi, 1998; Neumeyer et al., 
1997). As it is shown in Figures 4.44-4.47 the developed model showed a higher 
performance compared to other published models, developed in broth.
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Figure 4. 44: Observed growth of pseudomonads in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (Tl) and growth predicted by the ground meat model and 
some other existing models.
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Figure 4. 45: Observed growth o f  pseudomonads in ground pork stored at dynamic
temperature conditions (T2) and growth predicted by the ground meat model and
some other existing models.
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Figure 4. 46: Observed growth of pseudomonads in ground pork stored at dynamic 
temperature conditions (T3) and growth predicted by the ground meat model and 
some other existing models.
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Figure 4. 47: Observed growth o f  pseudomonads in ground pork stored at dynamic
temperature conditions (T4) and growth predicted by the ground meat model and
some other existing models.
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4.4 Conclusions
Overall, the microbial growth models, data and information (spoilage index, spoilage 
level, validation) presented in this study provide a “ready to use”, well validated 
model for predicting spoilage of aerobic stored ground meat. The application of the 
model by the meat industry can lead to effective management systems, which will 
optimize quality of meat products.
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